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JOE CLARK IN TERRACE 
"Pol it ic ians are iso lated in Ottawa" , 
By ANDREW PETTER The Opposition leader was where Terrace is," he c la rk  "tol~l a local Terrace llospital Tuesday council was interested in 
Herald staff writer introduced to the high sehool declared to a hearty round television interviewer morning to see a doctor Department of Regional 
• audiencebyKerryDelaney, of apvlause. Tuesday that the remarks" about an ear and throat Economic Expansion 
Progressive Conservative student council president, Clark was warmly attrilmted to his wife were infection she has had for six (DREE) funding t o 
Leader JocClark wound up who "described Clark as a re~eiv~ by ~e. student actually made by the or seven days. The in- establish such industries in 
his visit to Terrace-Kitimat .man who was "fast '. audience although ne jomng reporter. ' ~ fection, later diagnosed as Terrace but that there had 
Tuesday by telling students becoming unshadowed by complained that m. ost.ofthe ~'My wife doesn't use tonsilitis, forced ber to leave been "some difficulty" 
at Caledonia Senior political obscurity." . applause was .going to his lon=,a-e like that ".he said the tour Tuesday afternoon getting DREE to co-operate. 
Secondary School that Clark addressed the wife, Maureen MCTecr, WhO "~B~i'[ %~hen cornered by toreturn to Vancouver for a Clark responded' that he 
Canada is still a country of students for just. a few accompanied him to the " reporters at the conclusion rest. . was concerned that DREE 
"tremendous opportunity," minutes befgre fielding school .  ' of the interview Clark "It's not a diplomatic was not creating long.term 
"Reach out, try to do questions on such issues as . Earlier, Ms. MeTecr stole changed his mind. . fll.~ss," .Cl~ksaid, addin{~ employment in many areas. 
things, t~y to take ad- reg iona l  economic  the' spotlight from her "Icartainlydon'thave'the machisw~tenaanaaac0ugn "My generalview is that 
vantage o f t  he things we d ispar i t ies ,  Quebec husband when Clark first impressionthat she used the year tompleting her law we w~nt o make it (DREE) 
have in this country," he separatiemand the Kitimat denied and later agreed that word." Clark said. But exams andearing for,their more effective and less 
edcouraged the students. Oil l~rt prbpo~a/1, perhaps she did make when reporters insisted he daughter, Catherine. ~ broadly available," he said. 
C lark  arrived at the Askedbybnestudentwhy statements attributed~h.or was wrong he said, "I 'm Clark also met with Talstra said that council 
school 15 minutes late after he was  touring' British about news cov.erage oi me sorry, I take that back, I Terrace city council also had been interested in 
takL~g part in an in-dep~ Columbia while Parliament . B.C. tour., didn't realize she used that" Tuesday morning and encouraging the federal 
intei~isw with the Heram ls in session, the Toz'y leader The leader's wife told a word," • discussed unemployment government to establish a 
(see page 3). responded that too many CTV television reporter Clark said that his wife's and other economic issues, penitentiary inTerrace, but 
' When asked by  school politiciuns get locked upin Mondaythath.erpresenceat comments  s imply  Acting mayor Jack that the Liberal govern- 
principal Jim Neale to sign ottawa isolated from me a news conference woum "reflected her concern~it Talstra told Clark that his ment has a'policy to locate 
the 'late register', Clark people of the c~mtry." give him,a.char~..ce to "crap reports did not accurately main concern is to try to penitentiaries in more 
listed Herald editor Allan "When I have to make a /dl over her me way ne reflect the nature of the attract some secondary populated areas.". , 
Kresniek as the reason for dec is ion  regard ing  "erapped all over Joe" in tour.'.' . industry to this area." t (Continued on page 11) 
his tardiness, pipelines, etc.. ! will know his Sunday revort. Ms. MeTeer visited Talatra said that he 
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SALMON ENHANCEMENT 
Fishermen charged 
:for federal program 
VANCOUVER (CP)-John The sum would be spent in government had devised no 
Nichol, president of the the first five-year phase of way,yet of recovering . 
United Fishermen and  the program to construct investment, but eoul~ i~ e- 
Allied Workers Union, says rearing .~..nds, hatcheries pose license fees, a landing 
new fees susggested tot and. arhfleial spawning tax or across the board 
fishermen by Fisheries channels in British taxation. 
Minister Romeo LeBlanc Columbia. Nicol said his union would 
meansmemborsof.hisunion .The, second-pha.qe, x- welcome.the nhencemen.t I ~ckyard.  Asearchwas Immediately launched I 
will su~idize:the newly an ,  tending from the. sixth ~ program ~e .ca.usesalm on ~s -t!~.qdJ~Wasdlscoveredan.~h0urJa~ecJying. | 
• hancement p " ' m. ween $30~-and ...... itiillion a w~m an ,, ' anso~utesy . , • . • ' .i...1 a.'Pdr°l~m.v the ,,,...- ' '~  ~ r I~henomisal potential f *  / '  RCMP ate still InVestloaflno the Incident. I 
"T 'i la=said e pros ,am to ec" onomy. .  ' . . . .  - . ' . " 
announced by LeBlanc is a should double the value of we 'say me government . 
worthwhile ,investment commerc ia l  salmon hying to recapture its in- [ [~  . . . .  .~ . ,~ . ,~-m. |  | .~-~.~ 
"without asking the guy" production t05400 million a ves!ment through, the ~. .~r (~| [ ] f~ . |~|  |1 [ | [ . .~ .  
who's settin~ the net to vearand create6.000 iobs. worKers)sincormistuntwim m a v w a s  ave~m ass  my 
return the capital cost." . "  The minister said', the SUN~ii ~a~icfis~n~h~erson ' .  " not Indlan' line" 
School boycott cept of the $150 million heing given out to program 
operators on a yeaHy basis, OTTAWA (CP) --  However, in a separate 
.~ saying allocation of the Provincial boundaries are Judgment the court ruled spreads aga, n money ',wil lbeleR to the not to be imposod on.lndian flml~provincislgamelaws 
discretion of the politician in hunting rights, The do applyto non,treaty In- 
power that year." Supreme Court of Canada diane who hunt off reserve 
Recreat ion  and Con- ruled today.  . and'on unoccupied Crown 
NELSON, B.C. (CP)-A tended while 36 students at a servation Minister Sam , In a unanimous judgment, lands. Iodoingan, itupheld 
the high court accepted the the illegal hunting con- 
twoweeklong schoolboycott nearby ~ 245-pupil junior Bawlf of B.C. welcomed the appeal .of Alex Frank, a victions of British Columbia 
to protest he demotion of a secondary school went to program, saying it offered 
~liool principal in South classes, exiting opportunities for Saskatchewan i dian who Indiana JaCob Kruger and 
Slocan, 15 miles west of The parents are unhappy both eommercialaudrecre- had been charged with Robert Manuel. 
,here; widened Tuesday to with the Nelson school ational fisheries, illegal possession of moose Mr. Justice Brian 
include 427 students in six board, who are demotinq • a judgment of the Alberta court in both cases, in- schools who miss d clas es. Pereverz ff from principm With federal participation meat in Alberta. It set aside Diekse , wri ing for the 
Two ~choola ,in Slocan to teacher when the two committed for.the next 15 ~ Court and ordered dicated that Frank, or other 
village, 45miles north, were elemetary schools he heads Years, Bawlf said the B.C. Frank, a resident of the Indians, have the right to 
boycotted for one nay become part of a new school government, would soon Little Pine Reserve near hunt for food in their treaty 
Taesday at therequest of nowunder construction, confirm its future pla~. NorthBattleford, acquitted, areas even if such areas 
• cross provincial boundaries. South Sloeun par..ents who " • ' 
asked for mo e s.o]ldarity to WEILER SAYS ,NO: The legal with in  the (Alberta). 
protestthedemotionofprln- I k . . /  %~' .  industrial strife 
South Sloean parents,dis- Alberts, he said. 




boundaries," 'means all 
Indians, 
resident in 
Frank was hunting nea,. part of our heritage the west-central,A|berta Meet our carriers enly 57 of the IS,students . town or No.egg, more than -.. 
" From teletype to you...12-year-old Ivy, the!Herald on Agarand Braun streets in there attended Tuesday. of severalhundrbi miles from 
'Sorensen shows he~v national and in- Teri-kce. As a Herald carfler she is another lnSouthSlocan, only26 
krnational:storles get to the Herald from imp~tantlinkin bringing the news to your 233 students in three to their eyebrows with work should "play it very cool" l~s Saskatchewan.home, in 
the news cen~rs of the world. Ivy delIvers doorstep, elementary schools at- VANCOUVER (CP) -  stoppagcs," he said. and warned that any change January_, lg74.'En i'oute . . . .  British Columbia maybe Weiler also said he didnot in the balance of power home, he was discovered Now oil flowing/ BtOGS ' the forerunner °f a m°ve f°resee difficulties when the c°uld put 'IL~'°ple' "back °n with a m°°se " in his --MAftONEY toward, industrial stability, wage controls were lifted. the warpath", po~_ sionandwescharged' r "ich Alberta FACE OFF AGAIN "We'll never go back to Weiler's optimism for the with having:moose out .  I--" .too . B.C. Lab .  Relations Board the k in .  of summers we future of labor relations in season. 
• said Tuesday. had in '75 or 72,'"he said, B.C., however, is not shared The charge was dismissed 
: . Weiper said there is a new The New Democratic by a chief spokesman for the in vrovincial court, but the 
FORT ST. JOHN, Terrace Jaycees are sponsoring a public t rend  of labor harmony in union movement. Al6erta Appeal Court 
the province and called B.C. reversed tha~ decision and ~" 
a "bell-wether" for 
was flowing, int0 i!Alberta. Party government's back-trade 
B.C.(CP) -- Some oil from a "Our m~n vrob!em is the to-work legislatlon (Bill 146) Len Guy, secretary- . 
12, t~00-bar re l  spill got past equil~ment,'.P.J. Ramsay, forum with the two.candidates running for the in October 1975 and labor's treasurer of the B.C. ordered a conviction. 
position of mayor in Saturday's municipal Canadian labor, day of protest last year had Federation of Labor, Frank's lawyers brought 
containment booms on me manager. 'of We~t¢oast  byelection. ~ "It took until last year for also contributed to the acknowledged a trend the case to the high court, ~ Peace and Pine rivers and Prince Gebrge~: B.C., 
was flowing into Alberta operation,, saidTuesday. .~oth candidates, Sharon Biggs and Brian the rest of the country to current industrial peace, toward labor settlements arguing that Frank is a 
Tuesday.. on "It will only contain" oil ~roney ,  are expected to attend the meeting to catch up to B.C.'s strike said Mr. Weiler. Without strike or lockout treaty Indian who was ,' 
More'than 112,000 gall s when the river is2 1-2 knots discuss there views on the future of Terrace. record,'fhe said, referring Bill 146 had a "cold water action, but called it "a lull simply exercising his right 
of oil had spewed from a or less," he said,""Pesent' The forum will get undm'way at 8 p.m. at the to the province's reputation effect" on labornand before a storm',', to kill wildlife for food • ! 
rupture, 28'inches long and technology can doonly so R.E.M. Lee Theatre. The public is encouraged for industrial strife, management, while Oct. 14 He attributed the relative within Treaty No. 6 bonn- 
four inches wide, which mncn. Weneo~a complete teaf lend.  Weiler said this year's' had a "cathartic effect," he peace to the federal wage daries. TreatyNo. 6, signed 
occurredFridhyina 12-inch breakthrough,!n,peW types decline in man-days lost eaid, adding the protest "got controls, not to a new at- in 1876, covers most of the 
.pipeline own. ed by West- of equipment. ~:'~-:,:  through industrial disputes one massive demonstration titude of labor, territory from ' the " 
coast Petroleum Co. Ltd. " was , not a shortterm of trade unionism out of When the controls came Manitoba-Saskatchewan i 
, .  , , , , ,V  ~, , 'a"~ '^r  in for better s l i ce  phenomenom. He said their system." off, the labor movement boundary to the Rocky . :~  The line runs along Stewart 
Creek, which empties into contended parties involved . Weller ci~d the apparent would struggle to regain the Mountains. 
the Pine River. / ~ . . . .  in bargaining disputes were end .of double~ligit nflation purchasing power its ~-~-~-~- : -=-~c-~-~ 
Robert Lawrence of ' VICTORIA (CP) " -- Mair said in an interview resolving disputes and other "far more anxious to set- and "the cooling impact of members enjoyed prior to i 
Amendments to the. Lan- that the act "is now tilted housekeeping matters." . fie". the B.C. labor code as other the anti-inflation program, Weather 'Calgary,  Westcoast  ~ 
~esfden|, said cost of the dlcrd and Ten'aiit Act slightly in favor of the When the ~ legislature He attributed the factors affecting the trend he said. 
cleanup is expected to be designed togivelari.'d!0rdea teriant" and changes to it reconvenes June 13 it will decrease in job" shutdowns toward fewer disputes. "I d~n't think there will Yesterday: Hlgh l5 Low:9 J 
$400,000. ." better break will'-=be in- will produce a better already have bofore it a bill primarily to'the federal The '  board chairman ever be any slowdown in the 
Two contsimnent booms trnduced when the~:British balance. ,to lower the allowable rent government's wage control coupled his observations striving of workers ,to Today. High. 13.15 Lowi ~ 
were' thrown across the Columbia legislature The minister would not increese ceiling to seven per prngram, but stressed itwas witha plea to the provincial achieve adecent stsndard of 44 Cloudy with showers ~! 
Peace River and one across reconvenes, Rafe~i Mair, give details of the planned cent from 10.6per cent. That not,the only factor, govemr,~ent ot to tamper living, and under our ad. ~ 
the Plnc River, but an aerial consumer and corporate amendments, but said they bill was intr~klueed before A 1 1 p a r t i e s'-- with current labor versary system, therefore, Thursday. A few showers ; 
survey showedTuesday that affa~.rs minister,': said would "basically improve the house adjourned on management, unions and legislation, we will always have dis- .., 
oil was past all three and Tuesday. • • !!ii~i::ii ' 'some techniqu,es for March 6.. employees--have had it up He said the government putes/' he sa id . .  ~ ~ - = - = - = - ~  
i, ' "(CI , . h 
• . , ' ~ ' . . !  
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" ' MA UREEN Mc TEER 
A "person of will and d eter.mination 
/Constant activity 
the public eye 
• shopping. Go home to your "A lot of people in people believe that is true. 
parents place. Just get government don tsaytnings According to the Gallup 
away. because they want a cabinet poll, Joe Clark. is losing 
"I'm not advocating that post. They're afraid that !f support. According to 
people abandon tbefr they fall out of the P.M.s . 
responsibilities because 
' n they feel they ve bee 
Maureen McTeer didn't expect to marry a politician. 
She didn't believe In the "whim knight In shining ar, 
mot sweeping you off your feet." 
It was just "one of those 
pragmatic decisions, in a 
way. I expected that 
someday I would marry, but 
i! I didn't give it much • 
thought. Some people spend 
~! time thinking about that 
,'," more than others/' 
~ McTeer happened to 
~i marry the man who became 
~. "The Leader" of the 
• ~ Progressive Conservative 
~. party. 
.;; Despite the rigorous i~ice 
her husband's job entalls, 
Maureen has continued to 
"; pursue her own career in 
:~ law; two weeks ago, she 
- completed the last of her 
"~ exams. She maintains an 
-'- active role in some women's 
groups and campaigns with 
Joe whenever it is "con" 
venient for everyone." 
"Everyone" includes the 
couple's baby daughter, 
Catherine. • • 
During an extensive in- 
terview with the Daily 
Herald, Maureen projected 
qualities of will and 
detel'mination behind the 
image of all-Canadian 
niceness. 
She believes emphatically 
that her husband will win 
the next federal election. 
If he is elected, McTeer 
does not inted to play any 
role or assume any 
author i ty  that is not 
"legitimately" hers. . 
"There will always be 
people who say that I have 
influenced ecisions that 
Joe has made because I am 
~, married to the leader of the 
party." 
: Joe has always aid that 
he accepts the best and most 
thorough argument. He 
doesn't accept an argument 
because it is made by X or 
Yp who happens to be his 
br~ither or his wife." 
-~ Ms. McTeer believes that 
there is definitely a role she 
Profile 
by JoAnne Ames 
mint play as a contact in the 
party for women. There are 
women who want to express 
their concerns in govern- 
ment, and who may not have 
had a chance to do so 
because they have flet there 
was no one to whom they 
could talk. Or they may 
already have voiced con- 
cerns and been ignored. 
Maureen will listen to 
th~ she says. 
sees herself as an 
asset o her husband and to 
the party this way. And she 
sees their marriage as an 
asset. 
'11tern are a lot of young 
• people who hare looking for 
a place to put their political 
commitments. They look at 
the young people who have 
"got it together" and see a 
possibility that the politics 
of the party reflects in the 
relationship of these par- 
ticular people. 
Women look at the in- 
creasing role that other 
women are taking in the 
P.C. pary and see an outlet 
for their political energy. 
Is the marriage a bed of 
roses? 
No. "There are some days 
that I wake up, and I think 
'why do I have to do this 
(campaign)? why can't I 
stay at home with my 
daughter?" 
"There are certainly 
strains on the marriage. The 
strains don'tcome from Joe. 
In so many marriages, the 
problems often come from 
the husband being so totally 
involved in what he is doing. 
"Of~n the wife is also 
busy, but in different ways. 
She may be really involved 
PICKETS RETURN 
Despite a severe earache and throat high school students in Terrace Tuesday 
infection, Maureen MeTeer valiantly and her statement brought warm applause 
Joined husband Joe Clark on stage before from the youthful crowd. 
in Housework... and believe recognized as valuable by 
me, that is no easy job!" much of society."" 
What happens i that after 
a few years, the wife begins In her own marriage, the 
to feel that what she is doing problems of travelling, not 
is not as •valuable as what much time together "that is 
her husband oes. really private" and the 
"That is especially true of pursuit of her own studies 
women who work in the all takes a toll. 
home. Their work is not Sometimes, she simply 
Telephone signals 
are again crossed 
B.C. and that should give it 
the right to call the shots", 
Matthews aid. 
B.C. Tel has been buying 
the outside frames, stating 
they are cheaper than can 
be produced here. The union 
disputes the figures. 
The" union gave two 
reasons for resuming the 
rotating strikes. One is that 
the company did not answer 
the union letter proposing 
new talks regarding the 
frames. A union statement 
said in addition the com- 
o~nYr efused to attend an- 
arbitration to rule on 
its grievance that members 
were illegally locked out of 
the Fort Langley and 
Hemlock exchanges. 
Fleet of planes 
draws P.C:'s flak 
Replying to Crosbie's 
charge in the Commons, 
Sport Minister Ions Cam- 
pagnola said there is no 
policy against the use of the 
post office for deliveries like 
the cheque. 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Two 
Progressive Conservative' 
MPs were up in arms in the 
Commons Tuesday over 
cabinet ministers using jets 
ddzolitical business•at 
taxpayer expense. 
John Crosbie (PC--St. 
John's West) criticized the 
use of a government jet by 
External Affairs Minister 
Don Jamieson to deliver a 
$1.4 million cheque to the 
Canada Summer Games 
committee in Newfoundland 
last week. Crosbie said that 
after a brief airport 
ceremony at St. John's, 
Jamieson went on to his 
riding. 
Tom Cossitt (PC--Leeds) 
demanded that the Liberal 
ar ty reimburse the 
easury for Prime Minister 
Trudeau's jet trips to 
Quebec and Prince Edward 
Island during campaigns for 
the May 24 byelections. 
Trudeau replied the 
Liberals would pay for those 
trips. 
Crosbie argued that the 
cheque to the Summer 
Games committee could 
have been sent by mail or 
given to members of the 
committee who were in Ot- 
tawa a few days earlier for a 
ceremony. 
In that ceremony, the 
committee gave Trudeau a 
Newfoundland pup. 
VANCOUVER (CP) . -  
Proposed peace talks failed 
to materialize Tuesday at 
the British Columbia 
Telephone Co., resulting in a 
renewal of rotating strikes. 
Pickets appeared early in 
the day at the toll centres in 
Campbell River, Nana imo 
and Cranbrook, at service 
centres in Port Alberni, 
Duncan and Courtenay, and 
various other locations 
throughout the East 
Kootenays. 
An estimated 1,000 
members of the Telecom- 
munication Workers of B.C. 
honored the picket lines. 
The union has been con- 
ducting rotating strikes for 
several weeks to protest the 
comp.any's purchase of 
distrlbuting frames from a 
Montreal-based firm in- 
stead of a subsidiary in 
nearby Burnaby. 
The two sides are fighting 
over interpretation of an 
arbitration award by lawyer 
R. Neil Monroe. 
Monroe clarified his 
award Thursday saying it 
clearly meant B.C. Tel 
should get into production of 
the frames locally. 
The union then sent a 
letter to B.C. Tel proposing 
they resume direct talks 
regarding the frames. 
Company spokesman 
Keith Matthews said 
Tuesday that to his 
knowledge the letter had not 
been answered. He said the 
company has not changed 
its position that it is 
epared to resume 
rgaining once the Dr. 
Noel HaiI report is received 
regarding a settlement of all 
contract issues for 1977. 
Matthews uggested that 
the over-all issue that ap- 
pears to be developing isthe 
company's right to manage 
its affairs. 
"The company has one 
and a half billion dollars 




VICTORIA (CP) -- A 
check made by the In. 
surance Corp. of British 
Columbia of 15,000 rejected 
safe-driving rebate appli- 
cations has found that 500 
persons were wrongfully 
deniedtheir rebates. 
Education Minister Pat 
McGeer, president of the 
Crown corporation, said in 
an interview Tuesday that 
ICBC is redressing the 
administrative error. 
4 '  Cheques wall be going out 
late this Week ornearly next 
week to these people with 
the apologies of the cor- 
poration," said McGeer. 
The minister noted that all 
of the 500 drivers were 
under the age of 25. 
Bey Penhall; "ICBC 
spokesman, said two weeks 
ago that ICBC was making 
the check of the applications 
after a reporter suggested 
at a news conference that 
some applications were 
turned down because ICB£ 
'workers misinterpreted 
rebate requirements. 
Single, male drivers 
under 25 were offered 25- 
per-cent rebates on their 
1976 insurance premiums if
they received fewer than six 
penalty points and were not 
responsible for any ac- 
cidents during the 1976 
calendar year. 
McGeer said he couldn't 
guarantee there would be no 
similar administrative 
error next year. 
On a related matter, the 
• minister said that safe- 
driving rebates will be more 
extensive next year than 
this year. 
He said drivers who have 
gone two years without a 
blameworthy accident will 
receive a larger rebate than 
those who have gone only 
one year without such an 
incident. . 
Conversely, McGeer said, 
drivers who are 
"repeaters" - -  have 
blameworthy accidents two 
years in a row--will soon 
l~ve to pay a surcharge. 
PR INCE GEORGE,  B.C. 
CP - A Prince George 
Chamber of Commerce 
brief to the royal com- 
mission on operation of 
British Columbia Railway 
asks for preferential freight 
rates for goods travelling 
northeast from here, 
chamber spokesman AI 
Cordiner said Monday. 
Cordiner, who said the 
brief was still being drawn 
up, said construction of the 
proposed B.C. Rail link from 
Anzac, 70 miles north of 
here, to Tumbler. Ridge, 
about 60 miles east in the 
northeast coal area will 
open up vast markets for the 
city. 
He said that by using the 
pool car system it costs the 
same to ship goods here 
frome astern Canada as it 
does to ship goods from the 
east to Edmonton or Van- 
couver and because of 
recent freight rate changes 
Prince George now is better 
able to compete with Ed- 
monton. 
treated badly. If a woman 
-has had to do the dishes 
seven ights out of the week, 
that doesn't mean that she 
should run off." 
It is important that 
everyone find time to relax, 
though. 
Sometimes; whe leaves 
everything behind. 
The commitment that 
political, life involves for 
both Maureen and joe is 
fully 'recognized by both of 
them. They know it will not 
be easy, and that it will 
probably be a period of at 
least 10 years for the both of 
them. 
"But when you talk about 
the strains on this 
marriage... I'd say they are 
the same as any marriage in
which the husband is really 
involved in his career." 
Political and private 
disagreements should be 
handled in the same man- 
ner, as far as Maureen is 
concerned. You realize your 
disagreement exists, but 
you should not dwell on it. 
There have been no 
serious nolitieal differences 
so far, dad it would have 
been impolite to inquire 
about the private ones. In 
either case, Maureen says, 
you have to face the person 
the next day. 
"There is no sense in 
degrading someone or 
dragging them through the 
mud~ You wouldn't want to 
wake up feeling degraded. 
Once you  realize you 
disagree, let it go at that. If 
there's one. thing I've 
learned from watching 
debates, it's that you should 
keep your emotions out. 
takes an afternoon or a day When you start disagreeing 
to herself, for disagreement sake, it 
becomes an emotional point 
When she gave birth to her that qou hang on to." 
daughter, a nurse who was "It is inevitable that Joe 
hel lg her out gave her and I will disagree on 
"some very good advice;" something political sooner 
when things get to be too or later. After all, We're 
much, you should take some' both very Strong in- 
time for yourself. Go dividuals. 
$MILLIONS LOST 
Conventioneers 
are U.S. bound. 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Amer ican legis!ation 
designed to keep con~ ention 
business at home has cost 
the six Hilton hotels in 
Canada over $20 million this 
year, the president of Hilton 
Canada said Tuesday. 
Reginald Groome told a 
news conference that he six 
Hilton hotels in Canada have 
suffered about 50 convention 
cancellations in the first five 
months of 1977. 
Hilton estimates about 95 
per cent of cancellations 
were due to the American 
law, which since Jan. 1 
limits the amount of money 
that can be written off for 
tax purposes on conventions 
heldoutside the U.S. 
In addition, "We have 
letters on file where con- 
ventions have been can- 
celled because, of the 
political situation in 
Quebec," Groome added. 
He said these can- 
cellations have occurred 
only since "the Nov. 15 
election of the Parti 
Quebecois government~ but 
gave no further details. 
In normal times, the 
chances of a cancellation 
once a firm commitment is 
made is "one in a million," 
he said. 
Hilton operations include 
two hotels and the Place 
Ville Marie restaurants in
Montreal, two hotels in 
Toronto, one in Quebec City 
and one in Vancouver. 
Groome said the Montreal 
hotel industry anticipates 
the worst tourist season 
since 1958 this summer 
because the U.S. govern- 
ment ha's encouraged 
Americans to vacation in 
their own country. 
While the American dollar 
is worth more than the. 
Canadian dollar this year, 
the information is not 
widespread among tourists 
who in recent years bad to 
pay a premium on their U.S. 
money in Canada, Groome 
said. 
"And our hotel rates are 
more expensive than many 
American tourists are 
willing to spend because our 
operating coots are high 
here," he added. 
favor, they will be out of a 
job." 
Not so in the Progressive 
Conservative party, ac- 
cording to Maureen. what is 
good for Newfbundland may 
not be good for Toronto. 
Each M.P. must represent 
the interests of his or-her 
own riding. 
It is a tradition in the 
party to disagree. 
Like it is a tradition in the 
media saying that the 
Conservative caucus • is 
falling apart. And to have 
Maureen McTeer, Gallup 
polls are not always ac. 
curate, and the P.C. didn't 
lose seats in the recent 
Quebec byelection, they 
"just didn't win". 
Joe has had the advantsee 
now that he had in t~e 
leadership convention. 
While everybody in the 
newsroom sits around and 
speculates about winners or 
losers, he is out talking to 
people. 
With the lady who didn't 
"believe in white knights 
beside him. 
Greenpeace 
in milfoil battle 
VANCOUVER CP 
Greenpeace president 
Patrick Moore said Monday 
that his organization is 
repared to support the 
kanagan Environmental 
Coalition which is opposed 
to the use of herbicides in 
Okanagan Lake. 
"We plan to get in touch 
with them and send 
someone up to help organize 
the campaign against use of 
herbicedes to kill milfoil 
weed in the lake," said 
Moore. 
He said the basic strategy 
would be to warn tourists 
that the lake has been 
treated with herbicide and 
that hey should not swim in 
it. 
DILICATRSSBN 
( J lOC l l l lS  
10 AM-10 PM 
Y DAYS A Wl lg  
PUBLIO MEETING 
UNIVERSITIES OOUNOIL 
The Universities Council of British 
Columbia will be holding a public meeting 
in Prince George on June 15, 1977. The 
Council is seeking information from 
members of the public on all aspects of 
university education in British Columbia, 
and Council encourages all Interested 
members of the public to attend. 
Both written and oral• presentatioqs~wJlL'be 
welcomed by the Council. t~, ,,~,~,,~ ,  
Thursday, June 15, 1977 
Room A, Amante Building 
North West Community College 
820 3rd Avenue West 
Prince Rupert 
7:30 p.m.- 10:00 p.m. 
Anyone wishing..further details should 
contact: 
Mrs. Alison Watt 
Assistant 
Uni~,ersltles Council of B.C. 
Vancouver •- 872.0245 
$ 
4 Q 
" • ' 
VAOANOY FOR THE. POSITION OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 
TEOHNIOIAN III 
(POLLUTION OONTROL PLANT OPERATOR) 
POSITION: ' Environmental Health Technician III 
QUALI F I CATIONS: 
RATE OF PAY: 
• ° 
1. British Columbia Grade i0. 
2. Related technical training. 
3. Be able to communicateeffectively both orally 
and in wriffen form. 
4. Drive vehicles up to and Including 1 ton. 
$6.57 per hour (J977 rate under negotiation) 
HOURS OF WORK: 8:00a.m.to4:30p.m. (5 days per week) ' 
UNION: c.U.P.E.- Local 2012 
BENEFITS: 
APPLICATIONS: 
A competitive package of emPloyee benefits 




Base holiday schedule of three (3) weeks 
Sickness Policy 
Application and inquiries should be directed to: 
• D'.I ~. Morehouse 
Branch Head Environmental Health 
District of Terrace 
No.5. 3215 Eby Street' 
Terrace, B.C. 
Applications to be submitted not later than 4:30 ' 






EXCLUS 'VE INTERVIEW WITH JOE CLARK 
summer off, elsewhere. How would y er your s~ategy change that? 
-, Clark: Well, if you have secondary 
• industry that builds on those resour- 
ces...that's what I'm talking about. 
By ALLAN KRASNICK staying after &e• incentive that we I'm saying if we try tobringsecondary 
Managing editor wouldlook at that. industry in, it shouts me inaustry 
Herald: For an area like Terrace or, related to those resources by and large: 
for that matter, the Pacific northwest The processing industry is not 
'Yen give up a lot chasing the which you've now toured and flown necessarilyseasonal. We've seen.tlm.t 
elusive prime minister's pest: over and thus have an iaea uncut our ina number of cases. And I thins ma s 
your privacy is  gone, your foibles geography and our resources. Do you the route we have to go. 
are laid out in the open, your every see specific approaches in the long Herald: In Kitimat yesterday, ou 
word van becbme news, Slip and run? _ _ . . . . . . . . . .  were given a message from council 
the overnment and the media. Clark: on, yes. ~ woum nave to that the reason Prince Rupert was 
g . . . . . . .  -=-n" of answer that two ways: One, I t~nk being designated, a federal port is 
prance. Mane a szamme t - they would have to be related to me political. When you come back with 
which ou are cularly proua y patti resources here: fishing, forestry, your report onthis trip, if you suggest, 
and no one may notice. But always mining and to the degree there could be for example, what role you would see 
therCs,the~p~ize,~ ~Soclose,. Just a~ ~spin.o~f:industries. :One • of-the~c oun- :~, Kitimat's in the future, is there a 
I few feet away in .the,,.House~ _oft ,~lme.n4eday_ .talked'a.bout f rnltnUr~aI n~cessity ochonsePrinee Rupert over 
Commons, and yet so much stands non t snow if mat mazes sense s Kitimat or Kitimat over Prince 
i n  the  way .  here but it's one of the options that Rupert? 
Joe Clark has been chasing 
"Of"    p.eople, ports, polit.i.cs .and pipelines 
seasonal requirements...people oft n 
work the winter here and take th~ . Thirty minutes 
with Tor  lead 
Pierre Tredeau for almest a year- 
and,a-haU now, a time during 
which the once Httle-known Alberta 
member of parliament has had his 
wits and acuity tested time and 
again by the prime rain .kter, by the 
should be examined. Clark: Some choices'are going to 
Herald: Something like that would have to be made. I would like to have 
require transportation subsidies.., them made with the participation ofthe 
Clark: Yeah, and I think we have to local communities so that they are not 
recognize Mirabel is a transportation choices imlz,sed. That's what  im- 
subsidy to Montreal, youknow. TheSt. presses me about the vomntary 
Lawrence Seaway is a transportation planning mechanism which Robert 
subsidy to most of the communities Stanfield introduced as permier in 
there. One of the difficulties in the Nova Scotia, because if Steilerton was 
THE HEI~ALD, Wednesday June 1, 1977, PAGE 3A 
press, and by members of his own country is that we define subsidy far not to receive verything it wanted, the 
"party. too exclusively, far too narrowly, representatives of Stellerton took part 
But despite the stories that he We call a subsidy only direct in the decision and it was n~uch easier 
lacks depth or that he is a weak l~.Ymeats. We don't call capital in- to accept hat way. 
leader, Clark reveals, in personal v~tment, like railways, a subsidy as I think it's very difficult for any 
conversation, a strong knowledge weshou!d.,, . . .  ,. . . . .  *-'^m ~ "n this federal politician to be put in a ..~ , , . ,  . . . .  ,,., o=. ,  o ,!--,, oom a/erata: uzaem mc pz,,mc o, r fereeing pos tion b'etweenRupert Conservative leader Joe Clark visited Kitimat and of his views In a lengthy interview with Dally Herald 
w w-- ,,,,w.,,a . . . .  •----,.v.--. " area. of course, is that we have been and Kitimat. So I would like to see Terrace MoQday and Tuesday, llstneing ~o the people, managing editor AHan Krasnick. Krasnick's the woolly one 
• mitment o change, In an exmssve tied traditionally to our resources and Some structure that works that way. sizing up his part.y's prospects here, and talking with the on the left. (He's promised to get a haircut.) 
-30 minutes interview with the Daffy' today, in 1977, we've got 20 per cent Not everything can be done. It media about his perceptions and Ideals. He discusses some 
Herald,  ' sandwiched between .unemployment d~spite this or because wa~n t just a Kitimat-Rupert con- meetings with council and high of this. Obviously, there would have to Iroversy. We ran up agaimt a conflict one of the things we'll have to move to, questious now about being leader. Did And l think there has to be that cbange 
school students, the Conservative be quite a bit more than a continued between PortMcNeill and Port Hardy. and I mentioned this yesterday, was you expect he kinds of strain in the in the media, which I think is bngin- 
leader spoke about his beliefs in reliance on these resources, as your And Port McSeill and Alert Bay. lookingat flags of convenl.'.ence..That's media.andwith!n..the party ~ occur~ sling. Veoff Stephens •and one or two 
' approach suggests. Those things are going to have to be an invitation to real prontems nore, tiara: xes, i din. I utan t expect omers are beginning to move in cnaL 
government, his perceptions of the Clark: But the" danger, and we've worked out. But I think theworking out But I think that the site is worth con- them in every detail but I knew there direction now. 
northwest, and his view of national run into this in other parts of the will be far more satisfactory if local sidering, would be these kinds of strains. I said I anticipated most of the strains. I 
priorities. Here is that interview, country, is to bring in artificial in- ~ople are involved in the decision and Herald: Our MLA has suggested that right from the outset hat our Gallup guess the thing I could not contemplate 
• Herald: Well, firut of all, in your triP dustry that won t stray after the sub- I d like to see some structure set up. the government charge a fee for the rating was inflated and that it was is how totally absorbing the job is. 
around here you vehesrd, I m sure; a sidy. I think that we can set up an Herald: Was there any kind of op- ships' using the route. He mentioned going to go down a nd.I kept warning !he Maureen andI.can still.go away. to.a 
forceful case about our unemployment infrastructure subsidy, through position to port development here Syria as one country in whicn sucn party ann generat,y me party acceptec movie at night out l ~ea to ue an.le .m charges are levied, that. go to a movie at night anti come eaeK 
t's an interestin conce t I think there are some structural thinking about he movie• I come back problems. What kinds of measures transportation or through whatever, expressed to you by Vancouver in- Clark: Tim .g ." . • . . . . .  ' n 
would you look to to alleviate this b.ut_I wo~d l~ot ,w?tl#ti~ o ib~r~ terests9 " If thatwere to be done, I think tha~t difficulties. As Ismd m Vancouver, I now thinking about what s going o at -Clark: There might be. Hall's 
• probl .e~n? .. .-: . . . . . . .  n~r ~r~e'th~w'oul'~cl b'e here only because rationale is very inteUigent, Ithink. He. should be considered at  the time of think that the media has not caughtup the office. decision of the policy rather than be an with the changes in the role and nature So the only waywe can get away is to 
t ; ta rk :  t le re ,  In  xer ruc©,  r - - "  arl "~ government policy put it here. I think says there's,  going, to ..be, u n: add~n of the office of the leader of the op- physically cut three or four days out 
ticHule~ralYd": Yes.' "that doesn't work. I think that derutilization ot a tacisity tnac s coo . . " ' n id ed a aimt a and we have to do that more often [han Herald: Do cure mre the results of position. SoImbei gju g g . . . . . . .  
Clark: I think thelong term answer, government support for industry in smalland thatis a circumstance where the ThompsonYin~lui~ before you can ~..t~_dard that I think d~e.sn't apply. I I'd.anuczpa.ted. That really is me 
• as I've said before, is fhat we're j~t  start-up ~riods does work but not for adding more will increase overall 
e innin to realize our growth every mnustry in every pmce. traffic and make use of the existing make your own decision.': . . .  think mac Was tne unaoing o! my m~or s~p~Z~ene w the lob nrettv well 
• facility, but I'd want them to come before a I think people expected him to be before I ran for zt and' there haven t~nt ia l .  g I think in the short term, I can't see it being related to Clark: Yes. I not omy requwe tn m pre~essor.  , . ,- ~ , 
• with the rates here about 20 or 25per anything other than the resources that I asked whether Kitimat had made a cent, I think this would, be the kind of are already here. presentation to have it, rather than standing committee of the House so Prime mimste.r all the time.buthe can't been any major surprises. 
here we'd have to consider The other matter that I want to touch Rupert, the site. They said they hadn't that we could look into it thorou~m.y. ~o things mat a prime mlnismr can. (Continued on Page 11) ' - 
~#rt~n~ existing federal expenditures on: I think that we've got to face as a to Hall. I don't know if Hall considered Herald: There's one thing about me 
into some kind of public works type country the broad demographic that aspect or not. inquiry, about he funding. Because ot , 
projects here. question as to.where people are going But I don't vropoee after" three days the amount of funding that interveners ~/~ 
, t' a Io term toliveandwherewewantthemtolive; bere to plan th~ future of the northwest, received, some environmental groups ~f l~  
I don t think tha s ng • , vm nt I think that where we want Canadians ~ hve. I.m I think that there are some structure say there is only enough to cover ~.~ • 
solution to unemplo e . . . . .  o~ c t m needs not su eshng here a dzrecuve p ~ y that we can follow and I think that. lawyers' fees, so that • they're con- ~:~ 
it allo~,.s ~ to m.ee_.!s~ort er~. t what butI t~g'~ we've got to recognize that we're going to haveplans thatwork if eerned that there are not enough dollars to pay for studies into en- ~ • ~0 1 ve muse I t  very  t ; scuz  tam . , . we would do is try to divert spending right now, our structures bias growth we apply two smnaaras: ~ne, we re 
om other laces Ive specified in the growing centres, only going to put in place things that vironmentalimpact. Are you satisf!ed ~' 
s~me: I thin~ we cion't need to be in There's been an objection to that in willendure, things that can outlive the that there is enough information on me 
Petrocan. I've specified that we could the non-growiog centers for a song subsidy. TwO, that there's going to be environmental effects of the proposal? 
sell mostof the mintsterial jet fleet and time. There is now an objection to that, some role. in making the tough choices Clark: I'd have to look at that. "~' 
direct that kind of money towards job as Pickering showed, in the growing by the communities that are going to be Carrie Linde made that case tO me on :, '~! the Queen Charlottes. There naturally ii:i!!:i~ ~ 
creation centers. Toronto thinks there are affected by them. Herald: You were the environment have to be limits to the amount of ~i~ 
In the longer term, we've simply got limits to growth. • to place infrastructure that will I think that means there is a context critic for the COnservative party prior funding and I want to find out what 
provide longer term employment. In now for a national policy that can plan to the leadership and so you have some went into the decision on that limit. ~"  
• 0 ' Atlantic Canada we're looking at the to move people to establish population expertise mthatarea. Now that y u ve Herald: Do you have any opinions ~ 
tax eontractidea regarding companies centers in regions where they are not flown •over Kitimat ann seen what's about Dave Barrett's plan to ship 1f'~!~ 
that haven viability in a region, existing now. . involved in the pipeline-tanker Alaskan oil out by rail? He met 
That idea has worked in a number of That becomes more urgent because proposal, do you think it's viable? Do recently with officials there and ap- i!i! !iii~ ~ 
the eastern U.S. ~itates. Whatit does, in of our food requirements. We've got ~ you think it should even be coRsidered parently received a good response to [iI~ i ~f, ~ 
effect, is give a company a [~uarantee place a very high priority; in terms ot at all? , his proposal. , ~ - 
that its tax status will remain un- our overall planning, to moving people Clark: Yes, it's viable .enough to ,nbnt Clark: I don't have any real opinions 
changed for a stated period of time, onto non-arable land. considered. My own quicz ju~geme about it. I think that rail is a feasible 
usually 10years. That gives ita start- Herald: Then we go back to con- and I hesitate because I've only flown way of moving oil and g~s. It's feasible 
up capacity. I think that areas where tinning the reliance on res0urces. The over the site once is that there are a and a pipeline is feasible. Which is 
t~ere has been consistent high whole experience in the northwest, couple of turns there that...one isonly a more feasible I can't say. I was in- ,~ '~ 
unem~oyment and,..and I emphasize with this reliance has been a migratory nautical mile in width...I think that terested that Hall revived the railway ~ i /  :~ 
this, where there is a possibility of a workforce, people moving or people might mean they will have to stipulate alternative in the far north. , i ! i i~ i i~]  .... ~ .~ 
viable industry establishing and unwilling to. stay here. Industry has certain limits to tank.er size and l think Herald: I'd like to ask some ~ ~: / i  i~  
/ 
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It must be hard being leader of the opposition in 
Oft~v,~ 
/'¢:.:,,c, ~ poiicy statement and it is often eclipsed 
by ;~:v~rnment actions or ripped, apart by the 
pre~. 
Fail to make a policy statement and be accused 
of being devoid of initiative or lacking imagination. 
This is a problem that Tory leader Joe Clark 
faces every day.' 
It is a frustrating position to be in, especially 
when one's political fate is determined to such a 
large extent not by one's own actions, but by the 
popularity of the government in power. 
d >/i,)us'y understands the problem. In an 
inter J ~_c,' with this newspaper1 (see page 3) he 
staled that "the media has not caught up with the 
changes in the role and nature of the office of the 
leader of the opposition, so I'm being judged 
against a standard that I think doesn't apply." 
"i ;hink that wasthe undoing of my precessor,'" 
Clark s~ated, "people expected him 'to be prime 
mir~is~e~: all ..the ti/he; but he can't do the things @ 
p~;~fh is ter  c~n."  . . . . .  ' "=  
Clark's frustration was also evident at the 
... meetings he attended in this region. Not enjoying 
the power of government, he was forced to sit 
:i quietly and listen to groups without being able to 
i~ promise any positive action. 
,= 
:~: As ,~ result he became little more than a sounding 
! board.for local frustrations and complaints, many 
:~ of them having nothing to do with the federal 
government. 
Clark's predicament is both sad and en- 
i : couragincj. 
If is sad because one realizes that his whole 
!: future, his ability to enact pollcles-hangs on the 
thin hope 1hat he will become prime minister. 
It is encouraging because Clark stands as 
someone who, despite the odds, is willlng to fight 
for wh~ ~ he believes in every inch of the way. 
i 
Interpreting the news 
• Marines buy British fighter jet 
reason for the protests is 
that U.S. manufacturers 
want to get into the  
supersonic passenger air- 
craft fceld and hope to cut 
the British-French ead 
start. 
Now the British are using 
the same counter-claim 
against U.S. sourceS which 
saythe Harrier,in service 
with the U.S. Marines--is an 
unsafe aircraft with a high 
crash rate. 
• Hawker-Siddeley Aviation 
Ltd., the manufac 
urer, is the first foreign firm 
ever to sell tl~e U.S. a major 
weapons system. 
The marines have ~ur- 
chased 110 of the British 
aircraft at $3.4 million each 
and want o buy another 350. 
The Harrier is the first 
operational • military air- 
craft in the Western world 
that uses vertical-and short 
takeoff and landin~ con- 
cepts that are rewriting air- ' 
warfare tactics. 
It can brake from top 
spee_d to an in-flight stop 
within 1,000 yards. It can 
hover, move backwards, 
forwards or sideways. 
As it did in the ease of 
supersonic  t ransport  
development, the U.S. has 
lagged- in development of 
vertical takeoffplunes. 
Air Commodore E.M. 
Dona ldson ,  a i r  
correspondent for the 
London newspaper Daily 
Telegraph, who has flown. 
the Harrier, says: 
"Amer ican  arms 
~ oducegs intensely dislike e challenge and are doing 
everything possible to stop 
LONDON (CP) -- 
Britons, long skeptical of the 
motives behind resistance in
the United States to the 
supersonic airliner Con- 
corde, are beginning to ex- 
press similar doubts over 
rising criticism concerning 
the Harrier, the British 
vertical-takeoff fighter 
plane. 
Suspicions have been ex- 
pressed here that the U.S. 
aircraft lobby has been 
financing public demon- 
strations against he Con- 
corde in Washington-and 
New York. 
Demonstrators ay they 
are against he aircraft on 
environmental grounds-- 
saying it is too noisy. The 
British and French, who 
jointly developed the pas- 
. senger plane, say the real 
"Not only in Canada, you say? Pity/" 
Business sp0tliflht 
the development of an ad- 
vanced Harrier. 
"They are trying to blame 
the crash record as a reason 
for not ordering any more ..... 
My own assessment is that 
U,S. politicians are trying to 
black the plane's safety 
record. I suspect the reason 
is because it was not 
designed and  built in 
America." The U.S. 
Marines have crashed 22 of 
their Harriers at a cost of 
seven lives, $63.6 million 
and 16 aircraft: The RAF 
declines to say how many of 
eir 109 Harriers have gone 
down. 
Officials of the RAF and 
the U,S: Marines, however, 
agree that the Harrier is a 
tricky airplane to fly; Of the 
22 U.S. crashes, 11 occurred 
when the plane was per- 
forming vertical takeoffs or 
landings or was in transition 
from normal flight to hover. 
Until recently, the 
marines reserved the 
Harrier " for most ex- 
GPerienced pilots and Brig.- 
en. Leo LeBlanc said 
recently: "We might have 
been a little too quick on 
relaxing• the standards." 
On.  the other hand, 
detractors point out that the 
U.S. Marine Corps has had 
at least three years, on the 
plane and that greater' 
experience of pilots should 
cut the rate of mishaps. 
An RAF Spokesman, 
however, says the accident 
rate is less than estimated 
when the Vertical.tskeoff- 
and-landing aircraft entered 
active service nine years 
ago. . 
Re stressed, however, 
that all pilots chosen to fly 
high-performance, 
sophisticated jets must be 
sufficiently experienced and 
properly trained, otherwise 
crashes are inevitable. " 
Voice Of the readers 
Personality clash 
ended new program 
Editor, Terrace Herald: 
The Alternate School - or 
Intermediate School. as it 
was called in Terrace - is, as 
said, a very contoversial 
subject. 
In theory every child 
should be able to be handled 
in a regular classroom and 
if everything is run 
properly, there should never 
be any failures. But 
theorists can never accept 
facts and the fact is, 
whether we like it or not, 
there, are some children 
who, for a variety of 
reasons, cannot continue in 
a norrnal classroom. 
Fortunately the numl~ers 
are small -a dozen or so out 
of .a school population of 
approximately 6000. 
These are youngsters in 
ages between 9 and 15, with 
very often no one at home or 
able to back them up. 
The statement that 
"people won't pay" (for an 
Alternate School) is too 
of these kids need in the 
absence of parents. 
Sooner or later, if no help 
is given, the costs will be. 
much greater, in money and 
unending human disaster. 
A school such as this 
cannot be run in the normal 
manner, anymore than the 
Jack Cook School can. 
It requires a completely 
different approach, as the 
kids have already left or 
been removed, from school. 
The Alternate School dealt 
with these in a separate 
situation. It was just one 
small but extremely vital 
link in our attempts ocover 
all our children. 
There is a need. too. of the 
schools themselves - uch as 
the one now at Clarence 
Michael and such as Mrs. 
Douglas had for many 
years, but there are still 
kids who don't make it. 
The Alternate School was 
far from perfect and could 
always be improved but it 
did not need to be closed. 
The sad t ruth  of the 
matter is that it was closed 
because of a personality 
clash and a couple of "new 
brooms" establishing 
personal 'Power. And as 
always the kids-and society- 
suffer. 
(Mrs.) NANCY ORR 
Man in the news 
simplistic and not true. 
The extra funding for OTTAWA (CP)--The 
these Special Classesisnot man who has written most 
a local tax but comes,~like 
that for the Jack Cook of the federal laws since 
Pierre Elliott Trudeau 
School (for Mentally entered federal politics in 
Retarded) from the 1965 now has been assigned 
Provincial Government. by the prime minister to 
Also, the Province, help chart he constitutional 
through Human Resources, future of the country. 
proviaed the extra staff Trudeau last T~drsday 
such as the Child Care named Donald Scarth 
worker, part time help and Thorson his special con- 
most important, the per- stitutional adviser, saying 
sonal backup that so many this signified to Quebec that 
' "we are willing and able to 
'd iscuss constitutional 
The steel city rebuilt 
its old downtown core 
one next o the Hilton works. development such as that 
OeS up, it has to be seen to "There was not question 
able to ay back. the. Jackson Square would not 
monies that ~a~ve been bor- have gone ahead without 
rowed at the current in- Stelco, and we knew that," 
A new architect 
of our tomorrow 
"It isn't" issue-oriented. 
It's' concerned with. the, 
f~amtW0rk" we're'J~bfiig :to 
be living with in the fu.ture. 
It's pretty fascinating 
stuff." 
Thorson hopes jurisdic- 
tional jealousies that have 
marked past constitutional 
discussions canbeput aside. 
The knack would be to find 
• out "who does what best"-- 
terest rates and carry it- 
self." 
"It's more important than 
any rhetorical comments 
about the rebirth of the 
downtown." 
J. Peter Gordon, clair- 
man of Stelco, recalled in an  
interview that Jackson 
Square was foundering for a 
prime tenant. 
"We were looking at our 
office space at the Hilton 
works. We'd run out of 
space." 
The alternatives Stelco 
had was to buy a building, 
rent one downtown or build 
stores in a desperate 
gamble to save the down- 
town. 
Later, in the quiet of his 
office, the mayor recalled 
the risk the city took in 
levelling a whole in- 
tersection "so we could start 
all over again." 
It was a time when he was 
a controller and Vie Copps 
was mayor. 
"We just moved in and 
flattened 43 acres of our 
main intersection because 
we said we had to have a 
new heart, a new soul in the 
core of the city." 
Only one other North 
Amer ican  c i ty- -New 
Haven, Conn.-- had at- 
tempted to save its down- 
town by levelling a whole 
intersection, the mayor 
he said. 
He said supporting 
Jackson Square by 
becoming the prime tenant 
of the first-phase Stelco 
Tower was the most costly 
of the alternatives the 
company, had. But as the 
principal industry and 
recognizing the direction in 
which Hamilton had to go 
"we had to put our money 
where our mouth was." 
"It's as simple as that?' 
Now, the 43-acre site is 
twothirds developed, and 
Stelco, with more than i,000 
employees congregated 
downtown " 
hall, Canada's football hall 
of fame and a proposed 
convention centre and 
public library. 
A major new hotel, and 
provincial office building 
also are in the works. 
The civic party was for 
the opening of the $22- 
million second phase of 
Jackson Square which was 
launched Oct. 19, 1970 with 
an official groundbreaking 
ceremony. The mall has 120 
stores with the 26-storey 
Stelco Tower and a new six- 
storey office building ad- 
jacent. 
Already, the mayor said, 
the square has been an 
economic success. 
"All the money the city 
put into Jackson Square has 
been returned in taxes, plus 
$2,800,000." 
In addition, the taxes on 
the •development this year 
will be about $3 million, or a 
saving of 3.5 mills on the tax 
rate for every Hamilton 
taxpayer. 
The square has also 
created "several hundred 
jobs." 
But back in the late 1950s, 
when Copps was mayor, the 
fate Of the development 
looked bleak. 
"I was almost at the point 
re.s!l~ning," .Copps said 
aOout mose early days.. 
A major problem was 
funding. Mayor MacDonald 
and o~ers connected with 
the project agree that the 
development was saved by 
Steel Co. of Canada Ltd. 
(Stelco), the major industry 
inthis growing steel city. 
We had to get Stelco to 
come into the deal," the 
mayor recalled. "When a 
HAMILTON, Ont. 
(CP) - -  "It was destined to 
die," Mayor Jack Mac- 
Donald said as he was 
jostled by crowds attending 
a recent civic party to 
launch the Lloyd D. Jackson 
Square, a glittering mall- 
office tower development in 
the downtown core. 
Eightyears ago, the soft- 
carpeted spot where the 
Mayor and his guests tood 
was 43 acres of mud on the 
key King-James street 
intersection, cleared of 400 
said. 
"We did it, and if we had 
not done it, the core of our 
: . . . .  ~ " 3212 Kalum, but with the needs of a flatly, city would have died." n 
' ~" we've had to purchase and install The square, named after 
tlmusands of dollars in new printing, the late Lloyd Jackson , long- 
,. . . . . . . . .  camera, paste.up, late.making, and other time mayor of Hamilton and 
"; . . . .  , • , equipment,.all to ensure a bright product political mentor of Mac- " ~i ~ ~'; ;  ~¢~ ...... ., ::~.:~ at your doorstep each morning..Tony hopes Donald, is the centrepiece of
~e~T, . . . .  ~,~ that residents of Braun and Keith streets a revitalized owntown that 
~;?  : . .  /,~ will respond favorably to his canvas for includes ~e Hamilton Place 
~ ..= ....... subscriptions, theatre, art gallery, city 
OTTAWA (CP) --July 1 
celebrations on Parliament 
Hill are being planned as a 
major prime-time broad- 
cast spectacular in the 
name of: Canadian ' unity. 
The objective is a ratings 
victory over the separatist 
Quebec government, which 
a week earlier will have 
done it# all to promote the 
celebrations generated by 
observance "of St. Jean Bap- 
tisfe day honoring the prov- 
ince's patron saint. 
Federal planners hope to 
create a one-hour hookup of 
every broadcast outlet in the 
country--radio, T~ and 
cable. 
change." 
If anyone in the country is 
able, it should be the 51- 
yearold Thorson, who has 
been deputy minister of 
justice since 1973 and a 
federal lawyer for 20 years. 
He has been chief draft- 
sman of the Canada Pension 
Plan, the present Divorce 
Act, the Official Languages 
Act, the major tax changes 
of the early 1970s. 
' He was chief legislative 
counsel in the justice 
department while Trudeau 
and John Turner were 
stice ministers. As such, 
advised them on dozens 
of constitutional problems 
involving the law, iecludilig 
his own father's un- 
successful assault on the 
language law. 
"I'm not there because of 
an expertise • in con- 
stitutional law," he said in 
an interview this week. "I'm 
there because I was 
engaged inmaking the con- 
stitution work for a long 
time." 
His new job, he says, deals 
, ,  , , ,  with where were go~.ng 
as a country. 
FEDERAL RA TING 
Ottawa or the provinces-- 
and assign jurisdiction on 
~'s  basis in any revision of 
the British North America 
Act. 
• Provincial involvement in
Bopening the issues is basic. 
ut what if Quebnc's i n- 
dependenceminded 
govenment won't talk? 
Ottawa, says Thorson, 
would then g9 to the people. 
"One of the biggest 
mistakes you can ever make 
is underestimating me in- 
telligence of the average 
citizen," the Winnipeg-born 
'l~orson says. "That can be 
a very pow-erful ally. That's 
where these issues are 
really won or lost.". 
Thorson, who has 
received tempting offers 
from several law firms that 
would have given him more 
time with his family--he has 
three daughters, Jennifer, 
18, Rebecca, 16 ana 
Stephanie, ll--and put him 
above his $60,000-a-year 
federal salary, obviously is 
taking the job for its 
irresistible challenge. Some 
colleagues see him as one of 
Co@federation's saviors. 
"Well, Thorson, you  
certainly have the beard for 
it," one kidded the six-foot- 
two deputy minBter. 
July 1st as media special 
Promotion beganTuesday which it is hoped each, English and Frencl[ for 
with a first "corn- operator will implement in release about June 13. • 
munications alert to all TV, his service area." Promoters will carry the 
radio and CATV (cable) It says "all participating Canada Day message to a 
" number of the 70-odd 'operators from a special outlets or contributing in- 
subcommittee of the Canada dividuals will be suitably American broadcast outlets 
Day Committee headed by recognized for services along the border. - 
The CBC is exPected to Bernard Ostry, secretary- profided on this occasion so carry in English and French 
general of the national important to Canada nd all 
museums and a former CBC Canadians." the full July I program from 
executive. Parliament Hill, with the 
The statement says full That means "something usual fireworks, that may 
promotion kits will be to hang on their wall," of- mn as long as four hours. 
available to all licensed ficialssay,aplaqueor.scroll The CBC's drama head, 
broadcast outlets by June 8. with suitable official John Hersch, is in Charge. 
signatures: 
"Included will be an 
outline of the schedule of 
paid and public service 
announcements• and the 
variety of program features 
Specially -composed 
Canada Day songs--and 
Canada Day is the term 
used by planners--are 
ready and waiting in 
There'il be no com- 
mercials for the CBC's full 
~ rogramming orfor the one- our . segment to be 
broadcast live across the 
country 
>+ 
~_~..:~+ 5 +:+ .+....... ++ ..... ,~,~'++ ;: i ; /,! 
..~Uthtly hysterical women, insurance sales, and  
mldemin  aU come under fire in the Playhouse Theatre's 
. I~'ndactlm of "22 Under the 0". Shown from left to right 
.... are Narman Browning, Andrew Grilles, WUilam Webster, 
,,. VANCOUVER CP -British 
,++ Columbia Railway lost $53.4 
~ million in 1976, compared 
with'a deficit of $45.9 million 
in the preceding year, but 
managed to sharpen its 
efficiency, says Mac Norris, 
vice-president'of the Crown 
railway. 
Norris, in the company's 
annual report released 
Monday, says losses on 
operations were reduced by 
5.6 percent o $21 million 
from $22.3 million in 1975. 
But interestand expenses on 
lmi~., i-term debt rose to $33.7 
on from $25.1 million, 
causing the worsening in the 
overal oss position. 
,~ Norris says improved 
• effie~. ~ ~o the. s ys+t~m was 
,~ ; i 'e~ +~J~,J"/t~./~'+; ton- 
nage  and accelerated train 
speed. In 1975 the average 
ummqlmmm m t 
' . . . . .  ++~¢'1  
. . . .  . + ..+++, 
+..  : 
Beth Kaplan and Nlcola Cavendl~h. A play that is not 
recommended for clflldren, it geta underway at the R.E,M. 
Lee Theater, Friday, at 8 p.m. 
+ BCR'S LAMENT. 
Dease  means  rail debt  
VANCOUVER CP If 
British Columbia itailway's 
Dease Lake extension is 
completed, B.C. will be 
forced to pay a final con. 
struction and maintenance 
bill of more than $339 million 
plus annual operation debts 
of $20. million, the roayal 
commission on the railway's 
operations was told Mon-' 
daBYcR t01d the inquiry that 
both the continued use of the 
Fort Nelson extension and 
t~e continued construction Dease was completed, only 
of the Dease line ',cannot be $I million more would he 
justified." generated as of 1980- and 
Roger Clark, BCR's' '[hat would come from 
traffic switching from the 
• ,~...;.amanager of financial Fort Nelson extension. 
. L  ' 
'-:; 
i , said there is a 
opinion" within the 
~at wants the ex- 
work axed now, and 
~iles of track laid 
of BCR;s last 
It, a mill at Lovell 
• uld be rioued uo to 
million annually On the cost the agreement- a series that 
of financing extra capital, eventually paid off. 
Abandoning the whole Last November, BCR told 
extension from Fort St, B.C. T ranspor ta t ion  
James wourd save millions Minister Jack Davis that 
more but three existing Ottawa should be spending a
customers on route, would . great deal more on B.C. rail 
expect dama[~e s ttlements, projects because of its 
Projecte(I revenues proximity to extensive coal 
between Fort St. James ands. fields and th'e resulting ,,
Bulkley Ilouse, where the benefits to Canada as a 
Dease line commercial whole. 
operation has reached, are BCR said it would extend 
roughly $3.3 million a year the Dease line to the Yukon 
through to 1981. If theline to border, when CN develops 
traffic, north of the b~)rder 
and that it is prepared to 
Cbmmissidn counsel 
Martin Taylor said the 
decision to proceed with a 
I)ease extension i the late 
1960s was clearly predicted 
without regard to railway 
economics. 
operating losses, and $2.3 rail link to the far north. 
• Young said CN had the 
WORSE THAN' 75 easier route as mere was 120 's annual deficit PIPELINE miles.from the CN line at B C R  ~. , ,o ,  to Groundhog, as. IS NOW COMPLETE opposed to the 410 miles from" BCR's line at Prince pegged at $53 milli ,, George to Groundhog. , 
. are' calling it the golden the Prince William Sound Dease extension was a 
weld. port of Valdez were an- political move by B.C., 
nounced in March 1969. bearing in mind that early 
An application for right- negotiations to finance me 
of-Way was submitted in extension with provincial 
, and federal funds were 
freight rain speed_ was 14.98 and total revenues in- 
miles an beer and those rose creased. But the prospect of 
to 16.95 miles an bout in greater traffic tonnages has 
1976. By February of this not prompted the railway to 
year the speed had been order any additional cars 
pused up furmer to 18.69 "from its subsidiary Railwest 
miles an hour. Manufactur ing ,  of 
Squamish, which is near to 
A quiet ceremony Monday 
near ,t~s site-norm of the 
Brooks Range marked its 
completion - the last con- 
struction weld on the truss- 
Alaska oil pipeline. 
The ~veld marks the end of 
nearly a decade of' 
• discovery, debate and 
determination that began 
when Atlantic Richfield Co. 
and Exxon Co. USA con- 
fii-med the presence ofoil at" 
Prudhoe Bay in July 1968. 
The target date for "oil- 
in" is June 20 - but actual 
startup of the pipeline is 
expected around July 1. It 
will take between 30 and 45 
days for the first oil to reaeh 
the Valdez pipeline ter- 
minus. ~ ~ 
Plans for the 800,mile 
pipeline from the edge of the 
Arctic Ocean through 
d•.+'rn-illio•or•of 
Waiter Young, BCR 
rails. 'director of marketing, 
• ' mid sach a move agreed that the main thrust' 
save more than $103 behind the extension pmn 
million of capital plus a $13 probably was me desire to 
million increase in beat Canadian Nation to a 
Freight hauled in 1976 
totalled 6,800,934 tons, up 
361,606 tons on the 
corresponding fiQure, for 
1975: Despite this increase, 
carloadings'were down by 
1,000, to 119,480, showing 
that shippers were making 
better use of rolling stock by 
increasingcarload weights. 
BCR still paid out $1.31 in 
operating costs for every $1 
received in revenue. In 1975 
conducted by civil servants 
as opposed to railway 
representatives. 
Commission chairman 
Mr. Justice Lloyd MeKenzie 
described the ensuing, years 
of federa l -prov inc ia l  
negotiations as a series of 
"fits and starts" with no 
"sustained thought by in- 
telligent minds addressing 
themselves in a consistent 
way..." 
Young said the per- 
spectives being thought out 
Were. "completely different 
from those 'of the railway" 
to the point where the 
+reality, o f  BCR's_ situation 
was being ignored. 
Then followed a + series of 
attempts oblock p~sage of 
the railway paid out $1.39 for 
every do!far eceived from 
' shippers.~ ', 
Ndrds says the adverse 
operating ratio should .be 
further lessened this year 
June 1969 and a series of 
court battles with en- 
vironmentalista began. 
TheTrans-Alaska Pipeline 
Authorization Act was 
signed in November 1973 
and Alaska Pipeline Ser- 
vice, Co., the consortium of
eight oil companies building 
the $8 billion line, began 
construction i April 1974. 
Peter DeMay, charged 
with overseein[; 'con- 
struction on the hne, said 
Monday that there were so 
many inspectors on the job 
that "the quality of the 
project should certainly be 
better than any other 
project ever done," 
Still, rej~oris of duplicated 
and falmfied weld x-rays 
su~aced last year. 
completing an existing BCR 
order for 900 cars. 
At year end, BCR owned 
119 diesel ocomotives, had 
7,079 pieces of its own rolling 
stock and had anomer 2,323 
cars under lease. 
At the close of 1976, the 
railway's long-term debt 
was $601.5 million, up from 
ffif~.9 at the end of 1975. The 
closing deficit on 1976 was 
$197.6 million, which is 
made up of the latest $53.4 
million' deficit and the net 
deficit oi ~ $144.2 million 
carried forward from 
previous years. 
PAGE $ : 
allow CN to me the route- 
without soliciting rights but 
Ottawa should make a 
direct contribution to the 
Dense line costs. It also said 
the federal government 
should net dictate where 
private businesa should 
export goods. 
In March, B('R.was In- 
formed that Ottawa would 
agree to scrapping further 
Uease line work-mac-! that 181 
million might be available 
only if 'construction was 
terminated. 
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TERRACE HOTEL 
4551 Gre ,g  Avenue 
Ter race ,  B.C. 
PREVIEW 5-7 P.M. ON DAY OF SALE 
.Mahogany & Satinwood Wash .Oak Amolr 
Stand -Carved Occasional Tables 
• Mahogany & Walnut Bedroom -Oak Sideboards (Chine 
Suite cabinet) 
-Oak Tables -plus many more fine antique 
Oak Secretary Bookcase Items. 
-oak Chairs Pottery, glassware & brass ol 
-Planes, organ all kinds : 
..m+..+ LTD...c. vo .,r  
Phone 694-3497 or 6943330 
Aucl /one~.M/k~ S~bdmdt  ' -'... 
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Welcome to the world of 
I e l l  I l e _  
rnc , ,n l%|mnl t r i tv  , 
N~I I  W V a  II v i i  u I rF  u u l  l l  1 
and stay cool in this crisp.looking blend of i 
polyester-cotton. Its neat, clean lines shape • F 
up with a long point collar, cuffed sleeves ... 
the front buttons up from top to bottom. 
Tailored with a hem to wear in or out. This = 
blouse machine washes and sheds ,wrinkles 
easily. Misses sizes 8 to 18. " ' " ! 
i!i Men's 
' , .99 ++i Dress  ' EACH 
+ Summery Slac:ks +, Socks 
so lightweight for cool !i ' ot~ ton aualitv Krov 
comfort. Always neat in washable polyester :::: . . . .  ~ ~- . . . .  " - - - "  
gabardine. Drapes loosely for flattering fit. ~:~: wool and nylon can be 
Elastic around the back hugs the waist, a fly !i . . . 
front zips up to a button closure., Measure up i::: machine wasnea 
in misses sizes 10" to 18. Navy, red, beige, iili anddrled. 
blue and lade green. ~ ,  1,@dlW ( l il ' • 
• ' " PAIR ~ • 1 3+ !!+Availablein plain 
' . ":!i shades and one size 
" " "1  "o t tonBr ie fs  :: i stretches to fit'10 to l3. : )en lo r  ta l r  S I .  i *: + 
+ ~ ~  have a double gusset for added comfort, elastic . !i PAIR 
~ ~ ~  around the lens and waist offers a nice fit. Choose i. • 
~, ~+!i ":/~+ ~@: ~ii +. ~ ' ~' . ' s ::: 
~ ~  f rom paste l  co lours  of wh i te ,  p ink ,  b lue  and f lP  0 ++ 
~++~+ yellow, e l i  / , A Oft  . I kP1  ++ 
~~;++F +++:+ , t  / i ~ , l  v + 
~!+++++++ Sizes + to 14. ~F  / I • J J :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Men's executive cut 
I ks D S .... ..+) ++ ress  ac  
washable polyester that stays fresh and good 
looking through wear after wear. Available 
in assorted patterns and c01ours. Waist sizes 
' , PAIR • 
• " ' z " '  ' 
Boys 13 3/4 oz. prewashed ~ k : .  
• :!+! t ! :i!: 
Den ,m Je?ns  I ' .... 
boot cut styie with the ziggy label woven j 
on the back pocket. Feature five pockets, ~ "ii:~i.i:ji:~il.; j ., ~ 
riser back and are riveted at points of strain. ~i i !  ~ I  [ +/i 
I 4 
o oo  ii+! 
,A , ,  - - . - - - -  ..... ++++ 
Terraoe Co-Operative Association 
4617 @re lg  Ave .  ' _ Phone  635 .654~ 
Ihn,-Thurs. 9:00 a.m.--$:00 p.m. 
Fridays 9:00 a.m.-$:00 p.m, 
Saturdays 9'00 a.m.-$:00 p.m. 
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COMMITTEE CONSIDERING HIGH FEES 
'Licences for foreign fishermen? 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Foreign 
fishermen may have to buy 
licences to fish within the 
• 200-mile limit next year, a 
federal fisheries official 
said today. 
Cliff Levelton, director- 
general of fishing services, 
said at a Commons fisheries 
committee that five or six 
ways to collect ]icence fees 
from foreigners are under 
consideratimn. Hesaid fees 
will be high but gave no 
figures, and would not require 
Lloyd "Crouse, Cop- foreigners tobuy licenees to 
servattve fisheries critic, encourage them to obey the 
said many East Coast new laws. 
fishermen have only The United States has r'e- 
recently learned that the qulred foreigners to buy ll- 
foreigners do not have to -eences to fish wlthin its ex- 
buy lieences for this year. tended Z00-mile jurisdiction 
Canadians must buy and Crouse said~ the 
lieences. Americans expecl to 
Canada said last year that recover about 40 per cent of 
• it would consider 1977 as a the costs of administering 
year of transition in fishing the ~.one through lieence 
off the East and West coasts fees. 
Government holding back 
on dght to board tankers 
OTTAWA (CP) -  Canada current Law of the  Sea 
has'the legal authority to Conference ends, coast 
board tankers and other guard spokesmen said 
Commercial ships beyond i t s  ~Re~nnay. Quail, deputy: 
12-mile .territorial imit but 
is holding back on exer- commissioner of the coasz 
cising that power until the guard, told the Commons 
Bennett Hardware 
charges withdrawn 
KELUWNA (CP)--A box mattress was on sale, 
charge of misleading ad-when mattresses of lesser 
vertising laid a@'inst quality were on sale. _ 
Bennett Hardware Stores of Judge Steve Denroehe 
Kelowna was dismissed' saidthatoneword contained 
Tuesday in provincial court, in the advertisement, the 
The company was name of the higher-grade 
charged after an ad- vreduct, had been inserted 
vertisement appeared in a by the newspaper and had 
local weekly newspaper not been put there at the 
Jan. 7 said a brand-name instructions of the accused. 
f isher ies commit tee  that 
under the Canada Shipping 
Act, Canadian officials can 
board vessels within the 200- 
mile zone if they are sus- 
pected of .l~sin~ a serious 
environmental mreaL 
But because the Law of 
the Sea Confer~ee hasn't 
reached agreement  or 
consensus on environmental 
zones, Canada is reluctant 
to use this power, he said. 
Last year, a voluntary 
ship reporting plan was 
started on the Atlantic Coast 
to encourage ships to report 
by radio .to their port of 
destination when they were 
still 24 hours away, Graves 
said. This was designed to 
allow East Coast raffic sta- 
tions a chance to get in- 
formation from the s-hip on 
how safe it is. 
;wiEth~rt:~e v ssel .fishing Canadian zone is 
required to have a licence 
assigning it so many tons of 
a specific species and a 
length of time during which 
it may f i sh . '  " 
Crouse said the fines for 
violating rul'es are proving 
to be a lot lighter than those 
handed out in U.S. courts. 
Levelton said that ~the 
maximum fine a Canadian 
court can assess is $5,000 
under a summary con- 
• vietlon and $25,000 under a 
indictment. 
'But the federal govern. 
ment can also suspend s 
• vesse l ' s  fishing licence for a 
year or more making the 
penalty much higher. 
There have been onl~ 
seven Violations o far or 
the East 'Coast--four fox 
undersize gear, one fol 
being in the wrong area, 
snorer for fishing wlthout a 
licence and the other.for too 
big a bycatch and not 
reporting in and out of the 
zone. 








. . .  a madcap,' contempmaO, farce . . ,  
R.E.M. LEE THEATRE 
Friday, June 3rd 
8:00 P.M. 
Tickets available at 
McColl Real Estate 
2 " . .Look Inviting'/ It's a summer seem In ~ ~ ' - - ' - - ' - - - ~  
What s th s ? =e~eemLffomlastyear .  Hopefully lf~'m' 
" ' ' " - " -   VCr$ Wiretap changes invite 
cops to break law protection is here. 
your pharmacist will. be paid directly by 
Pharmacare. . . . . . . . . . .  
Are there any new benefits? 
Yes. For the first time, ostomy supplies and 
designated permanent prosthetic appliances will be fully 
paid for. Syringes for diabetics are another new benefit. 
Pharmacare will pay the supplier directly for these items. 
none of us ever equired this protection--but ~ 
if you should, we think you'll be relieved to :7 :7  ~ is not eligible for benefits? 
know it's there when it's needed. 
Tourists, transients and other temporary visitors to 
• /7 The Hen. William N. British Columbia re ineligible for Pharmacare b nefits. 
• / y Vander Zalm People receiving fully-paid rug benefits from union- or 
1 ' /7/'~ ~ ~ Minister of employer-sponsored plans, or from D.V:A., D.I.A., 
/ . . ,  ~.L, w-.*~''~ " / Human Workers' Compensation r Home Care will continue to 
, ( Resources be protected by those programs. 
. '~ - t  - -wna  are the changes under  the What drug items are covered? 
Most drugs prescribed by your doctor, dentist or 
• new plan? podiastrist are eligible. However, such items as patent 
medicines, bandages, artificial sweetene~, vitimfin 
For the first time, all individuals or families combinations, antacids, laxatives and over-the-counter 
registered with Medical Services Plan of British drugs will continue to be your own financial 
Columbia re eligible for benefits. You will be re- responsibility. 
imbursed for 80% of any amount over $100 spent for Your.pharmacist can advise you on specific itenfs. 
eligible prescription items in each calendar year. This 
means that if such drugs cost you, for example, $300 in a 
year, Pharmacare would pay $160. HOVV are claims submitted? 
- - - -  - "  on  mulng  To receive benefits, all you do is submit a' Are existing benefits Pharmacare Claim Form, available fromany pharmacist. 
Yes. Fully-paid benefits for eligible drffg items wi l l  Unless you are receiving fully-paid benefits, your 
continue unchanged if you: pharmacist will give you an official Pharmacare ceipt 
1. are 65 years of age or older and hold a valid when you pay for eligible items. Please attach the 
receiptto the Claim Form. No duplicate receipts will 
Pharmacare card be issued. 
2. receive the Handicapped Personal Income Receipts for ostomy supplies and permanent . 
Assistance allowance 3. hold a valid Mental Health prosthetics should also be attached to the Claim Form, 
and Extended Benefit portion of the form completed. 
Benefits card When you and your dependents have receipts 
4. hold a valid Human exceeding the annual $100 deductible amount, just 
Resourses Medical Benefits Program complete the front of the Claim Form. It is already 
"W" card for addressed. Simply fold and fasten it, affix sufficient 
yourself and your postage and drop it in the nearest mailbox. 
dependents or 
s. reside in a Who can answer quest ions about 
licensed long- 
term care facility. Universal Pharmacare? 
If you are 
the recipient of Your pharmacist i  Compietely familiar with the 
fullypaid benefits, details of this new health plan. 
III ~ (;
{ harma are 
( ~  Province of 
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warranted given the 
"present climate." 
Justice Minister Ron 
Basford responded that in 
"the present climate" three 
police officers, including an 
RCMP chief superintendent, 
had been charged with 
making an illegal raid and 
had pleaded guilty. 
The exchange came as the 
Commons justice com- 
mittee opened hearings on 
an extensive criminal 
amendment bill that also 
deals with gun control, 
dangerous offenders, 
parole, and behavior of 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  
Former .cab inet  minister 
Robert Stanbury (L.--Yod~- 
Scarborough) said Tues. y 
l x~ed '  changes in me 
wiretap law present "a quiet 
invitation to police to break 
the law." 
He was referring to a 
change that would allow 
courts to admit as eviaence 
information gained through 
inadmissible wiretaps. 
Stanbury, mentioning a 
case in which police raided a
Montreal news agency 
without awarrant, said such 
an amendment might not be 
New domestic air 
prisoners. , 
Eldon Woolliams (PC--  
Calgary North) urged 
Basford ' and Solicitor- 
General Francis Foxto  
divide the bill into~ five 
separate parts. 
"Give us a chance to vote 
on gun control," Woolliams 
said. "It's watered own so 
much it doesn't matter 
whether it goes through or 
not." 
Basford said the wiretap 
change is needed because 
judges have been tied up for 
as long as four months 
listening to wiretap tapes as 
a result of the 1974 law, 
which rules out' any 
evidence that is unlawfully 
gained. 
As a result, Basford said, 
defence lawyers run the 
tapes during preliminary 
hearingor trial seeking a 
fault that will result in the 
charge being thrown out. 
Fox said the fact that only 
13 convictions had been 
registered in 1,062 charges 
resulting from wiretaps was 
misleading. The figure 
represented only the cases 
in which tapes had been 
used as formal evidence, he 
said, and "Furthermore, 
such interceptions have 
uncovered serious offences 
• previously unknown or 
unreported." 
The proposed law would 
extend to three years from 
90 days the period in which 
police had to notify people 
who had been subject o a 
wiretap or other sur- 
veillance. 
Woolliams aid the three- 
year period in effect 
abolished notice. 
routes considered 
domestic flights while 
overseas flights go to 
Mirabel. 
Langsaidin the Commons 
that the transport depart- 
ment is trying to improve 
the way passengers are 
moved through Mirahel. 
One step might be new 
domestic links with Western 
Canad iannc i t ies  to 
OTTAWA (CP) -- New 
domestic air routes linking 
controversial. Mirabel In- 
ternational Airport near 
Montreal with cities in 
Western Canada are being 
considered in efforts to 
make Mirabel more at- 
tractive, Transport Minister 
Otto Lang said Tuesday. 
Ling told the Commons 
that a transport department 
study likely would conclude 
that such a move would be 
an "adequate first step to 
increase the desirability of 
Mirabel." 
Outside the Commons, the 
minister said Winnipeg 
would be a prime first 
candidate for such flights 
but a final decision has not 
yet been reached. 
Replying in the House to 
Sinclair Stevens (PC--York- 
Simcoe), Ling said the 
department has not 
received any formal ap- 
plication to allow the Anglo- 
French Concorde super- 
sonic airliner to land at 
Mirabel. 
Attempts by British and 
French airlines to get 
landing rights for the 
Concorde atNew York have 
been opposed by local 
groups in the American city. 
The $500.million Mirabel 
airport has been strongly 
criticized by business 
groups and political eaders 
[or being too far from 
Montreal and for lacking 
rapidtransit facilities. The 
airport is 35 miles northwest 
of Montreal. 
Mirahel lost $46.5 million 
in operations last year while 
the other major Montreal 
airport, Dorval, had an 
operating profit of $9.1 
million. Dorval handles 
most Canada-U.S. and 
eliminate the inconvenience 
for overseas passengers of
moving between Dorval and 
Mirabel. 
There already are 
domestic connections 
between Mirabel and Ot- 
tawa and Toronto. 
Later, Lang said in an 
interview he hopes a 
decision will be reached 
soon onwhether to set up the 
additional domestic routes 
to Mirabel. 
Air Canada gets 
second reading 
Other Conservatives 
pushed for regional 
representatives on the yet- 
to-be-formed board of 
directors and scrutiny of its 
books by the auditor- 
general. 
Ontario MP Arnold Peters 
(NDP--Timiskaming) said 
that Parliament will have to 
make sure Air Canada 
doesn't use the proposed 
changes to get into 
businesses not related to 
flying. 
The bill removes the 
airline from the Canadian 
National Railways which 
has controlled the company 
since it was formed 40 years 
ago. 
OTTAWA (CP) -- 
Legislation giving the 
government more direct 
control over Air Canada re- 
ceived second reading in the 
Commons Tuesday and was 
sent to committee for 
detailed study. 
The bill also relieves the 
publically owned airline of 
its $1.billion debt and allows 
it to go into a variety of 
travel.related sidelines, 
Mberta MP Don Mazan- 
kowski (PC--Vegreville) 
urged that the committee 
add a provision to the bill 
requiring the annual ap- 
~arance of airline officials 
nefnre the Commons  
transport committee, 
I f ~I f  UniversalPharmacare is a new concept in ' I ,llllh K~ health care for British Columbiaus--a plan to 
/~: " I ' V W  offer you and your family pcaee o.f mind and 
protection against unusually high expenses for prescrip- 
tion drugs. It will be especially helpful to people who 
suffer from long-term or unexpected illness. A brochure 
outlining the plan in detail has been mailed to all house- 
holders in the province. Please read it carefully and keep 
it handy for future ref,~rence. It would be wonderful if 
.SPINKS STILL UNDEFEA TED 
MONTREAL {CP) " 'Two preliminary bouts 
and Michael Spinks, complete the card for 46 
boxl~'a 1976 Olympic gold scheduled rounds. 
medaai-wirming brothers Leon Spinks has "won all 
from St. Louis, Me., may six.of his heavyweightpro 
extend their unbeaten bouts by knockout, including 
_professional records when five in the first round. He is 
they stepinto the ring at the. scheduled togo eight rounds 
Forum.tonight. against Scotty Welsh of 
The card is being billed as Vancouver, the sixthranked 
the return of the Olympians. Canadian heavyweight. 
John TOte of Knoiville, Welsh.has a record of four 
Tenn,, a bronze medal" wins and no losses as apro. 
winner -at the Montreal . IAon won bis gold medal 
Games, also is fighting as alight heavyweight a the 
along with Chris Clarke of Montreal Games. 
Halifax, a Pan American Michael Spinks has won 
Games gold medallist, and both of his light 
Jean Lapointe of Montreal, heavyweight pro bouts, the 
Canad ian  lightweight initial victory via a first 
Brothers battle tonight 
sche(iuled'to go six rounds in a heavyweight semi-final 
at the Games, has won 22 against Joe Borden of New 
Glascow, N.S/ 
Michael won his gold 
medal.as a middleweigKt a
the Montreal Games. 
• Clarke won all six of his 
rofessional welterweight 
ghts via the knockout route 
and only one of the bouts 
went past the third round. 
The Maritimer faces Ray- 
mond Rousselot of Quebec 
City in a scheduled six 
rounder. Rousselot brings a 
record of one victory, one 
loss and one draw into the 
ring. 
Tate, who suffered a first- 
round knockout at the hands 
amateur fights since then 
'and scoi-ed a knockout 
victory in bis only pro bout 
last month. 
Tate will fight a scheduled 
six round bout against Paul 
Nilsen of ~Toronto. Nilsen 
has a 15--14 record. 
The final bout on the card 
has Lapointe ' meeting 
Danny Stokes of 0shawa, 
Ont., in a non-title, fight 
scheduled to go 10 rounds. 
Lapointe won the title with a 
12-round decision over, 
Barry Sponagle of New 
Glascow, N.S., on March 22 
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champion, round knockout. He is of Teofilo Stevenson ofCuba this year at the Forum. 
" " '  ' '  ] 'apo ln tehasag" -OUrcks  say  VOTE I S orts " record while StOkes is g"-4." Ahang'gliderdtOppedln°ntheKlsplOxr°deolastweekend. " Can 
'Goodbye Phil' 
' " ' VANCOUVER (CP) - -  remainwith the team and he 
STREAK ENDS Vancouver Canucks of the said the club wi]l ]ive up to 24 Yea 
• LOSING . National Hockey League severance provisions in , 
• .took on an "old retread"as Maloney's contract. 
new general manager.  Hughes confirmed reports 5 ~  Y l~a R : MetE down Expos Tuesday a~ter Phil Maloney that the Canucks hart r s  was fired from the job he discussed the general eszde t 
, held since 1974. manager's job with coach as  #]l~ 
' Joke Milford, who Scotty Bowman of Montreal 
NEW YoRK (AP) -- John Frazier, was named the It was still 2-0in the third resigned last week as Canadiens in. April but he 
rag .  .id owma. Alderman Terrace Mllner drove in three runs MetE' new pilot at a news when BudHarrelson opened Angeles Kings, is to sign a he wanted to continue as a 
with a pair of singles and conferece 90 minutes before with a single and stole two-year contract today coach. 
New York Mete enared a six- game time. second for New York. With with Vancouver. Milford said the final Experieneed Kuowledgeabk 
gamelosing streak Tuesday His team fell ~hindinthe one out, Lenny Randle 
nigKt, defeating Montreal first inning wnen Chris walked and both runners Naming of Milford and straw in his deeision to leave 
Exp~ 6.9. in a National S pei~rsin~l ,ecl ana scor~ on .. advanced on Felix M illan's firing of Maloney were the Kings was owner Jack announced by club president Kent Cooke's trade of 
L~gue baseball game in Gary t;arcer s tripm against grounder. Then Milner Bill Hughes. Also released defenceman AbDeMarco to 
Joe Torre's debut as Craig Swan, 2-4. Then.Tony looped a single to right, was Greg Douglas, AUanta for Randy Manery 
manager of the club. Per~z smgled t~ar~r note scoring.the tying runs. Maloney's assistant and the without informing the coach 
TorTe, replacing Joe for a 2-0 Expo zeaa. An inning later, the MetE clubs' public relations or manager. 
i moved in front against loser director for nine years. Milford and Put ford have M A  O N E ~  R . 
r '~M=== J~. ,~. , l l  _ i t _ _____  santo Alcala,  1-3. Ed MAYOR I"[U MUll  L - Hi Kranepool doubled up the not"Ibeh°Pein theMr'doghou,Hughes willfor ginga°peratedsinceaS 1973.team with -the
V~A ~=e alley in leftcentre and si~ningan old retread," said He never played in the fo r  
• ~ ~ / scored when Jerry Grote Milford, who was born in NHL. Before pining the 
the ,  rf r r _= I I r~ , ,~~ singled over first base. Charlottetown,' P.E.I., 60 Kings he was w~th the New 
IF I~ '  I ~ , t l .  %, J l=41k/ ' tL ,41  Iq~T • Milnergave NewYorkan- yearsago. "But there is a lot York Rangers farm system 
/'qT./TLr~A~/'t IA~ ~I~ ,,o, t~-o,,, -,h~o =;ao ~'m other un in the seventh with of life in.me yet." ' for 13 years. 
• ,,~'~,~:.'~,"~,''~-',,--v~'~ ~'L"  . . . . . . . . . . .  a two-out pop single to left, Milford said a ta  news ~:m - '~  ~ I  
. . . . . . .  ; "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  he '" "scoring RaMie, who had ii Yankees may have been Veeck, w v:s:ted Cuba ,M__~_ .,_.,.,~ :._, '--'on" conference that his first m ,,)ml o e Ca t o had =m,p~u u uuum© j . . .  u©.v u first to Cuba but Chicago in 1958 bof r s r ,,..._, t. . . . .  , , ._ , _ , . : . . .  choice as Vancouver's sixth White So',( owner Bill Veeck taken power, .said "It was ~L~u ~=~ ,,,,:, -',,,,,s = coach is Bob Pulford, who :~ 
believeshe earned the upper fascinating that there was uu~... . . . .  ,._.,.,_.,, . . . . . . . .  " also quit the Kings last 
• no b" t 0 h" n ..=w zurnuu. , : .  ~wu -,m© hand in dealing wzth the a jec p verty, w nc _ . .  = . . . .  ^-.~,,t, . ~^n week. , 
O I U l l i~ l  I l l  t l l~  ~; l  l l l 4 [ l  WI I~;  talent-rich islaml, there was 18 years ag . I ,..,^,, _=..:_~ . .~ . . . . .  .I ,.. However, Pulford is under 
I M;dn'f  ==,=  -~,'=on ,~tho-t  ~r~. , ,~; ,~  ..,,. =,~,,,~;. ~,, contract unt i l  June 29 and 
Vesek, who returned from ='~,;=;o~ ,o,V,~;,"=t..,.",;,i'~h"= Harrelson's t r ip le .  Then cannot negotiate unless 
a short tr io to Cuba on "~?"~-'~ "~-,~:" ";'=ore re l iever  Bob Anodaca freed to do so by the Los • . Olstenoeu oe,y  zr . 
Monday, sa~d the roland.is hunger. I didn't see any 20- tangled hom e Harre~on for Angeles club. 
not ready to export :ts . . . .  .ola,,,~¢o,~thnoho,~n a6-21ead. Canucks missed the 
considerable baseball talent . . . . . . . . . . .  " ' "  t. . . ,~..t. . , .h._..~.; . . . .  a. ~r  eyes. I saw people Apodaca relieved Swan playoffs this season but 
~" ' "©'~©'="~" ' " "= ' " [ "="= 'n " ' on o t 'n the ei hth • . laugh:g. with e u : g att racted capacity crowds. 
into ossibly arrangmg ,, ..~.,.:p~ . . . . . . .  Veeck said I got the after Carter had doubled. Maloney was general 
• impression that no Cuban He retired Perez and manager and coach until 
Veeck said he could en- baseball players are going Warren Cr0martie, leaving Orland Kurtenbach was 
vision former White Sex star to be available to Americans the runners tranded, brought in last December as ~...~, ...... ~ 
Minnie Mineso, a native very soon." Torre resorted to an all- coach. Kurtenbach was not ~:~:~,~___  ........... _ ~ : ~  
Cuban who now is a White "My impression is that veteran lineup with the asked to remain. ~ . . . . . . .  . ~ ~  ...... ..::: 
the Cubans are not in- i . ,:.::i exception • of centre fielder Maloney, has one year re- 
Lee Mazzilli, who batted maining on a three-year 
seventh instead of'first as he contrac~ at a reported 
had under Frazier. Second. $50,000 a year. Hughes aid 
baseman Millan, catcher Maloney will not beasked to 
, Not  your  
average  MILK .  
bettor  
HoErP:eO-~(;~fngl;nd(QA:e)e -~ Let it pour. 
Elizabeth~pays a silver 
jubilee visit to Epsom on 
Wednesday for the running Next time you h:,,I Ilk,; a loll. cool 
of the Derby. glass of refreshmr;nl, l l ,nk mi lk .  and 
The $187,000 race, first run drink milk, 
in 1780 and long a favorite Milk not only tastes qOl),t il i,~ qood 
sporting past ime of the . . . . .  
royal family, this year 'Good value. Good nut ilu~n G~.)ci for the 
features a strong French whole family 
• challenge for the most  That'swhy Canada'.'~ I:ood Gu=de 
important itle in English ~;~ii flatracing. [ recommends  milk every day for lhe whole 
The 9-to-4 favorite in early .~~ fami ly - four  eight-ounc(: glasses for 
betting is the French-bred ~ L . . teenage(s" ' th reee igh l°unce  glasses for ~ 
colt, Blushing Groom, youngst~rs.. .and on•had one-half 
trained by Francois Mathet '":~ glasses for adults. ! 
and ridden by veteran 
Frenchman llenri Samanl. ~!.. SO let it pour! .~:~i:i! 
Sex coach, singing the 
United States national 
anthem in Havana Stadium 
and perhaps Fidel Castro 
singing Cuba's anthem in' 
Comiskey Park. 
The fact that a delegation 
from the Yankees beat him 
to the island didn't phase 
Veeck. 
4'I told them, "Yankees 
rich, the Yankees are 
Batlstas," Vecck said."I 
am a poor man, a fighter, so 
terested in exporting the 
human animal even if it 
• would help the economy. 
"If they want.ed to hustle a
sports buck, they have a 
heavyweight  f ighter  
(Teofilo Stevenson) who 
could get $5 million for a 
bout with Muhammad All," 
. Veeck said. "But it's their 
~ hilosophy that they prefer tevenson to  remain an 
amateur. 
Standings 
NATIONAL LEAGUE AMERICAN LEAGUE 
East 
East . W L Pct. GBL 
W L Pct. GBL Baltimore 26 18 •591-  
Chicago 2B 16 .636 -- New York 26 21 •553 1V2 
St. Louis 28 18 .609 1 Boston 24 21 .533 2Ve 
Pittsburgh 26 17 .605 1V= Milwaukee 25 25 1500 4 
Philadelphia 25 19 .568 3 Cleveland 19 22 .463 5//= 
Montreal 18 26 .409 Iv Detroit 18 26 .409 O 
New York 16 29 .356 12//= Toronto ' 18 28 .391 9 
West 
• West Minnesota 29 17 .630 
Los Angeles 33 15 .688 Chicago 25 19 .568 3 
Cincinnati 22 23 .489 9V2 Texas 21 21 .500 6 
San Diego 23 28 .de] 11'/2 California 23 23 .S00 6 
,San Francisco 20 26 .435 12 ,Oakland 22 24 .,178 7 
Houston 20 27 .426 12'/2 Kansas City 21 23 .477 7 
Atlanta 17 32 .347 16,/2 Seattle 21 30 .412 10V2 
Grote and left fielder Dave 
Kingman, who had all been 
out of the regular lineup 
recently, started for New 
York. 
The Expos wasted Andre 
Dawson's two-out double in 
the second and also left 
runners tranded in each of 
the.next four innings against 
Swan. 
Kingman opended the 
MetE' second with a double 
off the g love of third 
baseman Larry Parrish, 
and reached third on an 
infield out. But he was cut 
down trying to score on 
Grote's ground ball to 
SpRier. Carter, was bowled 
over by Kingman but held 
onto the throw for the out. n 
• In the fifth, Randle opened 
with a single and advanced 
to third on a pair of 
groundnuts. But he. was 
stranded when Kingman 
flied to left after fouling off 
• "n attempted bunt. 
Under New Maria ement ~%~.'~:~.~.~.~.~.~.~;~;~.~;~`~`•`~.~J~:~:•:.~:~.~:~:~:~;.;~;~:.;.;~;...;.;.;~...~.~;~;~;~;~..~.~.~;~%~.~.~g:~:~:•.~:•..:~:~:~:~:~.~:~.~:~:~.~:~.~.~.~.~:~.~.`.~:~ 
STEVEN-K AUTO REPAIRS 
• • A N D  
M.K.B. AUTO SALVAGE LTD. 
'1 
,/~!~ii 
Milk-the beautiful family food. 
F/ome of the KUTNIBAGO 
Auto Repairs 
~:t'lF - ~ TOTEMTOWING'AND HIAB SERVICE 
114 HOUR SERVICE 
.:,-,-,;,'.,',;,'*:•;o;,:°:,;,,;,,%• ,,,°%°°*,%%o,%°°-,.,.,.,.,-°','°'°','•',',',, • • * * ° • • • %,•%%%%%_%_%'j%%%%%?. 
~ I~*1 . . . . .  I . .  • • I • I I t lee I • • I t .  t ,  I .I.l.t.4,1.1*o*~*%e.°tle%llll%ll°ttlt I%%1t% It°e I • i I ,  t ,e . I  . I  *l*o.I, I , t  . ;~ i  t :.: • :. 
iiii i! i FREE TELETYPE: K GOOD USED CAR & SERVICE TRUCK PARTS i! 
,: 
S. .B.  i l  
iil AUTO SALVAGE LTD. .:.,!, 
:.: 29f4 .q. EALUM, TERRACE, B.C. "::~i. ',o:: 
",," .%" 4 :.~ KEN 
63sg~33 i i sui.635 6m :i:! RE$. 635.2689 ,;, ' 2914 SOUTH KALUM ST. TERRACE, B.C, VOG 2Mb 
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Simpson leads 
in p r lx  ser ies  
TORONTO (CP) -  John CalCwaorY.more ' meets--at 
Simpson of Calgary, and his 
horse Texan, hold a com- 
man¢~ng .lead after three 
meetings in the Western 
Canada selection series for 
the Rothmana Grand Prix. 
. Fimpson and Texan have 
• collected 18 points from the 
• three eqUSlar~ienr ~msping 
meets held es i "s year 
" at Regina, Brandon and 
Calgary, Sept. 18, and 
Vancouver, Sept. 30-- 
remain to select he Western 
combination of five top rid- 
era and horses to compete in 
the East-West Challenge 
Cup at Toronto in Novem- 
ber. 
No date has been set for 
the national final. 
THIRD T IME 
Ali to marry 
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. wedding were made by 
(AP)  - -  Heavyweight Porche, whose family lives 
box ing  champion  in Los Angeles, said Val 
Mubammad All will marry Vaillancourt, the hotel's 
VeroniCa Porche, the banquets . representative. 
mother of his year-old 
daughter, Harm, on June 19 It will be the third 
at [he Beverly Wilshire marriage fort.he 35-.year~ld 
Hotel, a hotel s~okesman cnampion, me first for 
said Tuesday. - -  Porche, a fashion model in 
~- The arrangements for the her mid-20s. 
Scots and Irish 
meet  In soccer ' 
GLASGOW (Reu.ter) -- Danny Blanchflower has 
Northern Ireland, un- built his team round five 
derdogs in the British soccer Manchester United players 
championship, take on and two of them, right back 
defending champion Jimmy Nieholl.:and the 
Scotland here Wednesaay, attacking midziem ~ammy 
hoping to shrug .off a 1-0 Mcllroy, were the stars 
defeat to England in Belfast against England. 
last weekend. Martin 0'Neitl, who came 
The Scots, having held on as second half substitute 
Wales to a goal-less draw against England, keeps his 
which pleased their new place, a change which may 
manager, Ally McLeoa, take some of the weilht off 
must hope to go over to the Mcllroy's shoulders. It also 
attack against an Irish team frees his club colleague 
whose defence often looked David McCreery to move 
vulnerable Saturday. forward among the strikers. 
Centennials will 
move to Biffings 
CALGARY (CP) -- The 
move o f .  Calgary Cen- 
tennials: of the Western 
CanadaHockey League to 
Billings, Mont., for the 1977- 
78 season was announced 
today by team owner Dick 
Koentgus. 
Koentges said in a 
statement approval for the 
~ove had come from the 
~ms: 
L governors, the 
an Amateur Hockey 
ciation and the 
teur  Hockey  
Association of the United 
States. 
He said the Billings team 
will be named the Bighorns 
and will play home games at 
the 8,600-seat Yellowstone 
Metra, the third-largest 
are~ in the 12-team league. 
Other U.S. teams in the 
WCHL are Portland Winter 
Hawks and Seattle, which 
recently acquired its 
franchise from Kamloops 
Chiefs of the WCHL's 
Western Division. 
Mets fire Frazier 
a!t2rK6thj!oss in row 
~'azier was fired Tue'-sday ~o~ eb&irMmal]n O01~l~heGMaexlt~ 
RED'S around the mound 
Early review 
Let's take a gander of some of this year's 
Rod's to date. 
First pot.shot: Lorrle Arnold-Smith, big 
brother to Mushville Smith. His third season as 
a Red usually found him on the mound. This 
season he's in left field where he shuts 'em off. 
Not enough power at the plate to blow the fuzz 
off a dandelion stock though. Rookie catcher 
Leo Lasluk lost his voice coming across the 
rockies; can make a hock of a pizza at Smilin' 
Jacks; can and does gun 'era down at second; 
not much wood on the ball yet. 
Garry Paulson can be found at any position... 
likes to play Olson country.., can throw 
smoke.., being bothered by a sore shoulder. Not 
having a good year at the plate. His popups are 
• too high for the breakfast table. 
Rookies Lagouffe,/~athewson and Heir, all 
established hockey art ists are showing 
promise. Lance is hesitant to swing the wood... 
has smashed a couple. Doug is looking better 
and better and needs replay more. Heir should 
have come out a couple of years ago. He shows 
lots of hustle and wears number 18. 
Gino lamele has al lk inds of moves on the 
mound, most of them Scare the hock out of both 
the opposition and his own team..Gives the 
manager fits sometimes. Has been known to hit 
the long one and one of these days may learn to 
hold runners on bases. 
The Red's areply ing just over 500 ball. 
Sometimes it looks like their hearts are at Red 
Sand Lake. 
Some of the players have bounced balls off 
the fence and they have speed, but if this club is 
te be a winner, it hes a long way to go. 
The hardest woking member of the team fo 
date has been the bat boy. Hats off to you 
Reggie. 
John (The Terrible) Powschuk was in town 
Monday. He did not stop in for a friendly game 
of billiards. 
The Colts are at home this Sunday at Kerr- 
Rotary and coach Colin Chaseauneuf says they 
are going to chink up their defence, load the 
bases and play ball. the Red'sare at the Cubs 
th'is Sunday. 
Smoke signals have been reported along the 
Bulkley, so Toomey, the Moricetown manager 
must have the Cubs all fired up. 
Local eagle-eyed RCMP have recovered the 
stolen speaker horn from some little punk who 
stole it. Hope he gets the eleclri¢ ~hair. 
Red L'Estrange is off to "Kamloops, Ed' 
monton and points east next Monday for hockey 
talks. Hockey season is supposed to start Oct. 
• 28. You guessed it, Prince Rupert is the first 
team here. ' 
New referee in charge this year and he will be 
holding clinics, eye.examinations, power 
skating and no, there will not be any lady refs 
this year. Sorry gala. 
Tom Fagan found his way north thls year. 
Says he's found a new pitch this spring. It's 
called the Kootenay snowball and he wants ~o 
try out with the Red's.' , 
John Donald is gathering oldtimers together. 
Hear they are going to fire up their arms or 
whatever and take on the Red's In a benefit 
game in a couple of weeks. Wonder if feeble. 
armed Philpott will come out. Hear Curly 
Casey is going to umpire bahind the plate, 
Mirth Kohl behind the pflcher and Art Olson 
somewhere in between to relay the ball. 
f 
Blue Jays going down,!, 
but fans are still happy:il" 
TORONTO (CI ~) -- The persons living as mucll as' pulls spectators from as far the franchise t0~i'oronto last 
love affair between baseball 150 miles from the city an~, away as Buffalo, Clevelan~ year, the initiai:iprojeetion 
fans and the expansion in ad¢~tion to drawing from and Detroit. Called for 800,Q~. fans the 
Toronto Blue Jays isn't southern Ontario, the team Wllen the league awarded first season. '.-.i" ' 
cooling despite the fact the . :. :: 
American League team has AMATEUR GOLF ..!:.: : 
10st six of its last seven _ ITT'e'" 
games and is in last p]ast East,vision. . Two Canadtans 
The 20,002 who watched 
the Blue Jays drop a 4-1 
decision to Kansas CitY GANTON, England (CP) Monday, defeating M.R. Hanson defea~d R'~.' 
Royals Monday .- night -- Graham Mclntyre of- Waters of Britain e and. 5. Davenport of Bd.tain. . 
brought attendance for 24 Halifax and Erie Hanson of " Mclntyre topped it. Four other .~anadians 
home dates to 533,723, toronto took l-up first- Kelley of Britain, while were eliminated:~..Tuesday. 
second highest in the league, round victories Tug.lay to , ,i! ~.'.: ' 
New York Yankecs.have ' s tay549,192  alive iu the British t REQIONAL IIISTRIQ"',' I drawn but have amateurgolf championship :~j: 
.played one more game at as two prominent Ameri- 
home. Kansas City, the only cans were eliminated. !-~,.i~ ' 
other AL team over halt a Defendi'cbampionDick ! ' OF KITIMA T STIKI~ I million, has attracted Siderowf of the United 
500,191 in 26 home dates. States lost 2 and 1 to Ber- 
In  nard Meldrum °f Englaffd t " : i~:~S I The Blue Jays are p a - . ' n • ~": • • and reignlng U.S. cbamp~o . . . . .  .,: 
.mng..a celebratmn for , : : :  Bill Sander was beaten 2and . There will be a general rnee~.ng of 
(lay tney reacn a mmzo. o Ell" ' o ' |  " I 
• rs and 20 television 1 by Ge rge ns f .  users of the MK Bay Marina held on Five ca " ' i" " " : '  
setswillbeglvt~haway:'T. II Sc~dv,~_ and nn~n: 'June 7th, 1977,commencing at 7:30p.m., I • n " t~ H 0 ,. be our way or- saying max . : ...... :. . . . . . .  
you to the pebple of Toronto ~ned ~im.. Ne~)rd r :oo~, I In the R.Jv.eriodge.,. Ki.t.lmat, B,E. ~n_y I 
for supporting our ball ~onada's World Cur, team I "persons  inTeresma in me operat!ons OT I 
~a:er  ;:teY: Ba genera l  ~ the national ~nateul; I She MK Bay Marind are invited~ to at. [ 
" champion the last two - . ~. Actually, the club will be . . . . .  ;n *h, ,~n,~ ,,,,,~ -, I tend. • "~ I 
~anld~asm;~ etic~nT.~) fil~'~'c'o'mp-e"titi'o-n'; -Nel''ford I ,  ' ~ I 
won his firstround match 
i 
" ' k on: I The District of Terrace Par s & Recreati 
ati Com i sion are : I Dept. and the Recre on m s 
endeavoring to meet the needs of the community 
with regards to Leisure Services and what : 
people would like to seehappen,  :: 
' ' Dept . . . . . . . . . . . .  "oo I To this end the Parks& Recreat ion :" '"~ ':~,. : "'°~ 
and the Recreation Commission are holding:an: 
Open Forum on Tuesday, June 14, 1977 at  .~i::~ 
q2.. , 
8:00 p.m. in the Banquet Room of the : ~,i!~, 
Terrace Arena. ' ~. ,, ~, '
This is,an inv i tat ion to all interested ~:; 
Leisure Oriented Organizations, Clubs, and 
individuals to come along and let us know 
what they would like to see happen in this area. as manager of struggling and general manager Joe 
New York Mets, who have McDonald. Torre was given Old hook-shot Yasinchuk will probably get 
lost six National League a contract covering the the sterting assignment. Enough said.., iillmllllilllliliUlnllilillUilCJ|P Out'llUllillllmlillllnlllUlllilll 
baseball games in a row, balance of this season and  - " • • • 
including a Memorial Day the next wo seasons as weH. Remember, the ba,t hot dog, are at the What do you think should be included in 
doubleheader to Montreal Frazier will remain in the i ' ~ Future Leisure Service Planning for Terrace? | . . . Baseball park. Pistol Pete is not dangerous if Expos and nine of their last ~, le ts :  r organization as a you get to Mushville, but whoever' heard of 
10 outings. SCOUt  as Joe Torre, a veteran " Take Me Out tothe Pillow Fight? I . . ' • 
majorleaguer, wasnamed " i l  IY .lNo, • 
to replace Frazier and took 
. t • i I ; ". over 90 minutes before the Tenms Courts " ' • start of Tuesday night's I 
. [] 
The announcement was t Squash Courts 
'1 I I " Whitecaps .. Community Arts & Crafts Centre • 
• i i  I I ' " sign Taylor Increase Parks Development .. 
 A OOUVE.,CP,-, I I ' ' = 
Vancouver  Whitecaps of the I Admin is t ra tor .  ~ [ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  DO You know your . . . .  , ; c 
League have  added w inger  I ~ e d ~ t e  w,,b~ Recreation Staff? 
o you know your I I ;:! EnglishG°rd°n LeagueTayl°rin°fan thef t -  del~artments in accordance wlth pollcy a_dopted by ?u:c l l ;  . .. m l D l 
tempt o get more goals. | ~ o v . e r n m . e n t  and have II [ ' "f " " ' [ I '. l 
Taylor is on loan to the I demonstrated a mlnist~ati_ve ability in afenlor man?geme:t position.. I Recreatzon  Commtssmn ?, , ~ ~ ,. Whitecaps from Blackburn 
division.Revers of the second I~ ~ t i f ! c a t e  in l~itlnlclpal Admi~stration, or..equlvalent experl:nce., such as._ a senior . . . . . . .  cer- m IS there adequate p lannmg ~::. | 
Irwin 5th ! ~ ~ ~ y , ~ , o o o . o o . :  ,.,, r peop le . .  
WASHINGTON (Reuter) | ~ e r i e n c e ,  with excellent t ':":':" , 
,, I Are you aware of all the acttvtttes [ [ .:,: • 
for winning the At lantatournament  last week I Applications are te be ~'ubmitted to the undersigned on or before June, .d, 19 . . ,  ,"l,,/ m' ~Terrace.~ " 1 .1  II . ...= .,. , 111 
~oved him into fifth place [ _ _ ]', / . . t I , .:::,::.: | 
on the 1977 United States 
g•f tour earnings list with 
|98 , -627  dollars, the i c,w. Bueh.a. " ' Please drop the completed form off ~!~i , • 
• , , • • ' A:.': .. • 
Professional Golfers' I ¢lerk:Adminlstrat°r .= - at any of the followtngplaces: ~::i:: ,| 
/~soc;atlon said Tuesday. I District of Terrace • . . . , . .~. • Tom Watson leads with . | No.$4215 Eby Street 
I Q 2 1 . 1 1 5 . , : i  | Terrace, B.C. 'During the recent season [ VSG 2X, i 1.) Arena Office 3.) Safeway ". 
the 28-year-o d miner let in ' ' . . " ' . . " '~, " • • ' 'i • 
120 goals as his pub soccer 635-6311 ,. 2.) Swimming Pool 4.) Overwattea :, . : e 
t~am sank to the bottom of - . , . 
tn~, ,ocal league without = IIIlllIIIBIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIBIIIChp OUtllllllllllllllllillll!l~llllll 
wjn,~lng a game. , 
THE HERALD, Wednesday June I, 19T'/, PAGE I~A 
s oe seoesL . New ev idence cited ,n retrial bid 
MONTREAL (CP) -- with a meeting Monday with - OTTAWA (CP)' -- ' telephone interview that the court's reasofis for rejecting 
Toronto lawyer Edward new evidence iscontained in The Quebec government has Laurin. 
assured leaders of the . ,,~ . . Greenspan said Tuesday 
m'ovince's Cree hands that quenec has said througlt there.is new evidence in the 
[hey will be exempt from ' .Mr..Laurin that •it is the Demeter murder case and 
many nr0visione of pro- antent|on of the government that he will ask Justice 
Dosed. l~mguage l gislation to respect he James Bay Minister Ron Basford to 
to promote the use French, a agreement in its entirety, order a new trial for Peter 
Crea leader said r today, incmding sletions on lan- Demeter. 
Billy Diamond, chief of guage . and com. D e m e t e r ,  t h e 
the Grand' Council of the munications," ~Dfamond Mississauga, Ont., housing 
Cree, . said Cultural said in a telephone interview . developer serving a life 
Devel'onment Minister xrom his' headquarters in term for having his wife 
~mil le~urin, responsible Val .D'Or, abou[ 220 miles murdered in July, 1973, lost 
tor th¢lan~ua~,e bill. has ngrm of Ottawa. " his final appeal to the 
made. "a c'bm~'aitment to • - . . Supreme Court of Canada 
amend sections that could A Quebec government ear Hi er Tuesday. 
threaten theCree's right to official involved in the The high court 
use English as their second negotiations confirmed that' unamm0us.~Y . rejecce.a 
language.:~,.'. . the government would ~reenspa.n's. arguments 
He ~aid: the Cree have respect he. Jam~s Bay .mat Dememr's 1974 tria~ in 
agreed, t• work with the agree  me'nt,  wh ich  London had been prejudiced 
government on amend- guarantees Cree and Inuit: bynews reports and that the 
menta ..toi.4ections of the the. right • to - rece ive  • triaijudgewrongiyruledin- 
language bill that will affect education, health care and ' admissible the alleged con- 
them, adding that Cree social services in Cree or  fassion of another man. 
leaders ,were quite happy". ~' English. '. Greenspan said. in a 
the appeal. 
affidavits, but he refused to Mr. Justice Ronald 
give details. The application Martland, writing for the 
to Basford would be based court, said the decision of 
on this and arguments about the trial judge not to lock up 
the two points rejected by the jury unti~ the sixth week 
the high court, of the trial dg~s not raise a 
• "Because they (court) ouest'on of ~dW~ Therefore~ 
don't have jurisdiction the court:wds without 
doesn't mean the justice jurisdiction to consider that 
minister can't look at it," he issue,, 
said in reference to the Greenspan had argued 
BLAZE'S vAPORS 
FELL VICTIMS 
SOUTHGATE, Ky. (ALP) Stine said most of the 
--Some of the victims of the victims died of smoke 
Beverly Hills Supper Club inhalation, but he conceded 
fire may have died from that some could have been 
inhaling poisonous gases killed by toxic gases given 
given off by burning vinyl or off v/hen plastic or vinyl 
plastic, medical officials material caught fire. 
.~A. said Tuesday. A spokesman for Gasser 
FOREIGN AID ~,,~LKS Witheases to the blaze, Chair Co. of Youngstown, 
• ' which claimed 158 lives last Ohio, said his-firm sold a 
nmhber of chairs to the om gr;ound !fading ~" night at the pnsh C • night spot across t  Ohio BeverlyHills, some of them 
1110 n ~ . described the pungent odor police commissioner's office 
River •from Cincinnati, made of vinyl. The state 
of burning plastic at the said it would conduct ests betw rich and poo scene . ,  ontbefurn i ture. .  e e n  r Dr. Fred Stine, Campbell Meanwhile, the busboy 
County coroner, saia no credited with saving lives in 
• ~ '  PARIS (CP)-- The s4:  of • tlie ' International negotiating roups-- on 
~!alled North-seuth dialogue Monetary Fund (IMF) to energy and finance, raw 
of rich and poor countries giwe poor countries more ~ materials and development. 
access to its cash ;measures Canadian Energy Minister 
to keep the prices of oil and Alastair ~ Gillespie was 
other aw materials in line named to the development 
became :~a late-night 
bargaining session Tuesday 
as ministers, prodded by 
Canada's Allan MacEachen, 
sought agreement on still- 
divisive issues. 
MacEachen, co-chairman 
of the 27-member con- 
ference on international 
economic 0-operation, said 
he urged fellow ministers to 
return to the bargaining 
table after an official dinner 
held by the French govern- 
, merit. :., 
MidWay through the 
three-day meeting, several 
disputes tood..in the path 
ofnan agreement that would 
conclude 19 months of talks 
between eight industrial valued at $254 million owed 
qpuntries on one sideand 19f~by its poorest aid reeipiept~ 
[Ioor and" oll-ex~, rl~lrg! ~in ~i/[~l't~ffitM:.~ ~-~ 
countries on the other. ' ' 
i The group of eight, with 
MacEachen as•chief spokes- 
man, wants a commitment 
from the oil exporters on 
securi~ of oil supply and• 
prices, and their premise 
flint they will discuss oil 
policy in some form of 
continuing energy forum. 
• The group of 19% demands 
include changes in the rules 
'with inflating costs of man- group.. . ] 
ufactured goods, and a -  OneCanadianoff|clalsa'd 
moratorium on debts held the energy-finance group 
by, rich 'cquntries against "is. the.one with muscle" 
poor borrowers~ which will settle the central 
Setting the tone for the disputes at the conference. 
day, Group of. 19 chairman Its members include the 
Manuel Perez-Guerrero f United States, Japan, the 
Venezuela attacked con- European Economic 
• cessions offered by the rich Community, Iran and Saudi 
countries as falling "far Arabia. 
below our expectations. The Canadians predicted, 
In a rare brea~ in his criti- a compromise would 
cism, however, Perez- emerge based on the Group 
Guerrero said theGroup of of 19's demands for changes 
• 19 "welcome the an- in the IMF--making 
nouncement" by Canada' borrowings partly based on 
that it would cancel debts need--and the Group of 
Eight'~ demhnds for a 
coptinuing energy: dialogue 
But the form of com- 
MacEachen, speaking for promise was still obscure 
the Group of Eight as a Tuesday night. 
whole, said he was not A Canadian official also 
surprised by  the Ve- criticized the decision of 
nezuelan's response to the U.S. State Secretary Cyrus 
Group of Eight's con- Vance to leave Paris today 
cessions, which ~included a as scheduled, without 
$1-billion package of urgent waitingfor the conference to 
aid. end. He said several minis- 
The ministers have ters found Vance's depar- 
divided into three ture irritating. 
FRENCH 0 U TSIDE O UEBEC 
Right's of non.Quebeco/s 
subject of Ottawa study 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
.federal government will set 
up an interdepartmental 
committee to study the 
rights of Frenclmpeaking 
nunorities outside Quebec, 
:. Prime Minister Trudeau 
X~announced Tuesday. 
, Trudeau told a news 
conference he  hopes the 
study .will be completed by 
September and the 
ernment will be able to 
de What to do.' . 
: The rights of the French, 
speaking minorities outside 
Quebec must be 
safeguarded "If we are not 
to have .just French in 
uebec and English 
sewhere," Trudeau said 
after meeting represen- 
tatives of the Federation des 
Francophones Hors Quebec. 
The federation says it 
represents more than one 
million, . French-Canadians 
~tside Quebec. 
";Accompanying Trudeau 
at the'/n~ting with the 
federation •where two 
cabinet'ministers who come 
from ' French-speaking 
areas of mainly English- 
speaking provinces--Post- 
master-General Jean- 
Jacques Blals of Northern 
Ontario and 
Multiculturalism Minister 
Joe Guay of St. Boniface 
near Winnipeg. 
' i T  he  ministers plus Paul 
~.Tellier,:a privy, council 
~,executive dealing with 
national unity, are expected 
~to he leaders in the study. 
Federation represen- 
tatives are to m~t  with 
Tellier later this week, said 
• Donatlen Gaudet, federation 
president,' who added: 
."We are,.heppy to know 
; that'th~ government will 
take some action." 
He said he believes the 
prime minister and his 
government "have com- 
mitted • themselves to a 
lobal policy fo r  fran-' 
cophones across the 
country." ' .. 
A recently,released 
federation report claimed 
dians are sun being 
assimilated into ' the 
English-speaking majority 
and that most provinces 
lack enough French schools 
and services in such 
domainsus the courts and 
medical facilities• 
The federation plans to 
meet with provincial 
representatives before the 
federal committee reports 
this fall. 
LEVESQUE HAPPY 
WITH H/S ACTIONS 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  Six 
months after the Patti Que- 
becois came to power, 
Premier Rene Levesque 
seems satisfied with the 
government's progress on a 
variety of issues. 
.In a brief interview on 
French-language CBC radio 
before taking telephone 
calls from listeners, 
Levesque said Tuesday that 
relations between the 
government and the PQ 
rankand-file are "as good as 
can be expected." 
' A certain amount of "per- 
manent, tension" between 
the government and the 
party is healthy and 
inevitable, Levesque said, 
commenting on conflicts 
which surfaced during the 
pQ convention last week- 
end. 
The pare; adopted 
resolut ions favor ing 
abortion on demand and 
elimination of. the private 
school system, but Levesque 
,said the government does 
not feel ]00und by ~ese 
decisions, 
The ,government 's  
relatior, s ~,ith Quebec's 
busine.~s community are 
"gettini~ better and better, 
or at least less a.~id less 
worse," Levesque said. 
The business community 
is not monolithic--"there is 
more diversity than appears 
on the surface"--and the 
~ vernment and business ve taken the important 
first steps of beginning to 
learn about each other, he 
added. 
Levesque said he viewed 
the controversy over Bill 1, 
the proposed language 
legislation, as "for better or 
worse,, an example of the 
two solitudes" in Quebec. 
Opposition to the govern- 
ment's proposed automobile 
insurance reforms has come 
mainly from groups and 
individuals protecting their 
own interests, he said. ' 
Callers on the open-line 
program seemed little 
concerned with the major 
issues Levesque talked 
about. 
One man asked for 
government intervention to 
ease the water shortage 
afflicting communities on 
the south shore of the. St. 
Lawrence River. 
tests wer~ run on any of the 
victims "to determine 
whether poisonous fumes 
were inhaled. 
He said tests were not or- 
dered by state investigators 
• and, in any event, there 
were no facilities capable of 
handling 158 samples. 
Officials had said earlier 
that the' fire claimed 160 
lives, but lower•tithe total 
the fire which spread 
rapidly through a labyrinth 
of banquet rooms said 
Tuesday that cigarette butts 
from diners' ashtrays were 
routinely folded into dirty 
linen which was tossed own 
a chute to the basement. 
Walter Bailey, 18, 
speculated that a 
smoldering cigarette butt 
might have started the fire. 
that by not being locked up 
from the start of the 51-day 
trial, the jury had been 
exposed to excessive and 
in f lammatory  news 
reporting of the case. This 
had prejudiced Demeter's 
chance for a fair trial. 
He also had argued that 
the alleged confession, ruled 
inadmissible hearsay by the 
trial judge, should have 
been allowed under an 
exception to the hearsay 
rule. Justice Martland said 
the stricken evidence did not 
meet the requirements for 
an exception. 
In the interview, 
Greenspan said that 
Basford 'has been con- 
sidering a new code of 
evidence that 'would relax 
evidence law. Had this new 
code been in effect for 
Demeter's trial, the con- 
fession would hae been ad- 
mitted, thus proving 
I)emeter's innocence. 
Christine Demeter, an immigrants from Hungary 
attractive woman.,in her.: who:.buiil"ilpwealth and a 
early 30s, Was found rich lifestyle in Canada, had 
bludgeoned to death in the been involved in extra- 
~arage of the Demeter marital affairs. 
ome. The prosecution 
argued that Demeter hired 
some unknown person to kill 
her, so he could collect on a 
$1.l-million life insurance 
~flicy and continue a love 
air with Viermes~ model 
Marina Hundt. 
Demeter was shopping 
with house guests on the 
night of the mkrder. Mrs. 
Demeterhad been left at 
home with their young 
daughter, Andrea. 
When the  shoppers 
returned home, Demeter 
opened the'radio-controlled 
garage door and his car 
headlights revealed the 
bll~dooYlOf his wife in a pool of 
Evidence indicated that 
the Demeter marriage was 
on the reck. Both partners, 
VOTE for 
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• •Promot,on of Tour,sin 
The life insurance policy 
worked both ways and there 
was evidence that Mrs. 
Demeter hadplans to have 
her husband one in. 
The alleged confession in- 
volved a conversation 
between Hungarian im- 
migrants Joe Dinardo and 
Laszlo Eper, an esc@pee 
from Collins Bay penimn- 
tiary, on the night of the 
killing. 
Dinardo testified that he 
saw Eper disposing of 
bloodied clothing. 
Eper, who had been 
serving a life sentence for 
attempting to murder a 
policeman, was shot and 
killed by Toronto police 
about six weeks after the 
Demeter murder. 
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.: ,~ y. ~,'~ ~ 
TheToyota Liftbacks are perfect examples of international styling, 
'Classic blends of performance and visual design. All are built 
to Toyota's exacting standards, then exhaustively tested to provide 
you with some of the finest automobiles possible, 
The Toyota Cord]a Liftback is available with a 1600 cc 
engine and now, a brand new economical 1200 cc powerplant. 
Styling features include "shooting brake" design, a .,. 
The Toy'ota Cehca Lfftback, the one that started itall, 
is race-rallye proven for endurance and performance,The engine 
• is 2200 cc's of concentrated power and, with the rear seat folded 
down, there's a load capacity of 27,7 cubic feet, Numerous acces- 
sories.aUow you to tailor a Cehca to your exact requirements, 
Interiors are luxurious and functional making it a value standout in 
. its class,The___~yota Lift.backs; An international 
split-back fold down rear seat which provides up to "f~ Y [~.['~1 standard of excellence, Fantasy becomes reality, At ' 
27,7 cubic feet of usable rear cargo space. 5-speed realistic prices you can afford, See your Toyota - r'r.:'. ,~ ¢ overdrive, or automatic ~ansmission and other .J.~,.9 J r_J~]J ~ ~.['J]',J ~,~ dealer about p,~chasing 
excit:mg accessories are available, depending on -e ~,  ~,, e, [ J . ]  or-leasing an "affordable TOYOTA 
the model, for you to build your perfect car. J.~.l ~J ~l.f J u., fantasy." Soon. 
TOI"(ffA LIFFRACKS.TERRIFIC! 
TERRACE MOTORS LTD. 
Dea ler  Humber  D004498 
4916 Hwy 16 West Office & Sales 635-§959 Pads & Service 635-6103 
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19. Help Wanted 33. For Sale - Misc.  48. Suites for Rent 49. Homes for Sale 57. Automobiles 57. Automom 
The Herald, 3212 Kalum Street 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C 
Phone 635.6357 - Terrace 
Phone 632-570+ - Kiflmat 
Subscription rates: Single Copy 
20 cents. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dellars ($3.00). 
Yearly by mail in Canada 
$40.00. Senior Citizens $20.00 per 
year. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 
$51.00, 
Authorized as second class mall 
by the Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage in cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of publication. S2.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads. 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
wil l  commence play each 
Tuesday night at 7:30. Play will 
be in room 4, Caledon'to High 
School. All bridge players are 
invited to attend. For 
partnership or Information 
~hone 635.7356. (cff) 
Thornhill Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhill 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhill. 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge No. 
1620, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4tll 
Thursday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635.+641. (cff) 
MR. FIXIT 
Anywhere, anytime 
Small motor tune.ups + 
specialty. Phone 635-4602 
Evenings. 635..4565 days. (ctf) 
INCH ES AWAY 
CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 6 
In the Skeena Health Unit. For 









B.C. Heart Foundation In 
Memorial Donations may be 




Are you making your own life 
and your children's miserable? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving constructive 
parent you really want to be. 
All enquiries absolutely 
confidentiah Phone Mary or 
John • 635.4419 or Jane - 635- 
4+07. (ctf) 
• Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each. 
'month at 8 p.m. in the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635. 
3442. 
Meeting -- Terrace B.P.O.E.. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Thi~;d 
Thursday of month. O.O'.R.P. 
(Ladies of the Royal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
To where it may concern. This 
is to advise that I will not be 
• respenslble for any debt In-' 
curred In my name other than 




Full time, part time. Class 4 
licence and police permit 
required. Contact manager, 
Terrace Taxi - 635.2242. (elf. 
14. Business Personal 
I 
FOR REHT 
Thornhill Community Centre 
is available, for dances, 




24. Situations Wanted 
WORK WANTED 
Bulldozing, basement digging, 
landscaping etc. Backhoe work, 




32. Bicycles, Motorcycles. 
Phone ~35.2485 after 6 pro. (o3) 
For sale. Shlmko' Electric 
potters wheel; PFAFF sewing 
machine like new;sewing 
cabinet, must be seen to be 
appreciated. Phone 635.7336 
after 4 pro. (o i )  
Flowering almonds, flowering 
crabs ready to bloom, lilacs, 
fruit trees & berry bushes, a 
broad selection of flowering & 
ornamental trees, shrubs & 
evei'greens particularly suited 
for our northern climate. 
UPLANDS NURSERY - 
++here you'll find "The Beauty 
Suites for Rent 
Keystone  Cour t '  
Apartments. Office No. 
2.4611 Scott. One, two 
and three bedroom • 
.apartments. 
635-5224 
3 bedroom Row Housing Suites. 
Full basement, 11/~ baths, half 
block from schools, 5 minute 
walk from town. Suitable for 
families. $250 per month. & 
month lease. Apply Sulte 108, 
bedroom, large lot. Room for 
gardqn and animals. Asking • 
$22,500. Phone 635.7480. (p. 
16,1,6,11) 
HOBBY FARM 
12x56 mobile home and 12x5~ 
complete addition containing 3 
Melibu Classic 
Excellent condition • 50,000 
miles. Radial tires, P.S. full" 





Miser - very good runnlnR 
condition, tires and no dents. 
Asking $325. Phone 635.3745. (p 
1,6) 
58.  Mobile Homes 
For Sale: 1970 Klassic trailer. 
bdrms., fireplace &+wall to wall 12x53, 2 bdrm. Large addition 
, carpet on 1/~ acre on school bus ~" 1973 Ford crew cab. 1973 Ford with bedroom on half acre off 
run. Fented and landscaped, green house, chicken house 3 ton pick-up, 1970 Ford f.100, Queensway. Phone 635.5977. 
1972 Datsun pick.up. Call 635. (ctfw) 
250 Husqvarne dirt bike. $600 of Nature for your Home." 4530 Scott. (cff) 
or best offer. Phone 635.2919. :Corner of Halliwell & Kalum Locat ions 
KILGREH EXCAVATING 
Small cat work, 420JD. 
scaping, backfil l ing, stump 
removal, clearing. 
tandem axle. Hyab 17' Flat, 
deck, 20' tandem axle trailer. 
Phone 635-3112. Ask for Wayne. 
(ctf) 
Webb REfrigeratien, 
4623 SOUCIE 635-2188 
complete with chickens, large 
garden area, small fruits, berry 
bushes and fruit trees. Open to; 
all reasonable offers. Call 635- 
3271 between 7 and 10 p.m. and 
weekends.. (stf) 
(p,3) Lake Drive in terrace.'Oper~ CEDAR pLACE 1 51. Business 
Land. 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. Mon. to Sat., APARTMENTS / - - -  
stu p a~! t l l Fg  Closed Sundays. 635.2603. . AO,~ W--'--~ Avenue / For Rent: Ground floor corn- 
Truck, - ,e ,  ~dU.~UU__~ l merclal or office space. 454+. 
hr, ~ ~ 0 U Z p M E ~ ?  Spot Cash for Used Furniture, ,CITe 113 s 51 Lakelse. Phone ~ 5 . 4 ~ , 1  (ctt)'i 
h P~ Antiques, all useable items. Terrace, B,c / i 
" 635-70S6 ,yn.' The Furniture Stall " ' " " roomsuite OFFICE SPACE 
~ ~ ~  635.3202 NeW 1, 2 and 3 bed . ! I I +++save + +  
1 set of Yamaha Drums, drapes, carpet, rec area, I I J 
!1, asking $200.00. Phone 638-1464 sauna and _soul table, JNlth]: | 1800sq. ff.downtown Terrace. I 
baforeS:3Opm.after5:3Ophone security enterphone andi  JSmaller areas available. J 
• elevator. Absolutely no pets. I I 635-4EP36," 
++ +' '  ' + +o+ / For slae, G.E. Heavy washer. 
,thmri~# ~" li~,Fo~ " Excellent condltloq. Phone 632- Suite for rent Semi-' | (df) ' I 
• " • " I 
7431. (p-3) furnished, Close to .town . . . . . . . .  
Available Immediately. Phone =,~ tA~.,,,,,,a +^ o , , . .  + 
rs | ~ Autked=ed For sale, wood. $10 per load. 635.7261 or 635-7318. (p.2) . , , .  , ,a , , .=u "V "~=~'" 
~r~ ~ J Sake  &$mlse  .L .~ Im~I  Phone  635.2605. (o2)  ~ " . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  
Dealer No. 01249A. ' [ ~  = . . . . .  * ~ +,,~,~ f urnlex 'Naturalist requires cabin r, , . . , ; . . ;  - -w-wm o ,- _ . • __ 
at 2304 Pear Street. Has near parK tor summer, t'none : 635-6384 37. Pets + I basement and wall to wall 
1. Coming Events 
Nelght Watchers meeting' held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 




Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washbrs, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
(Ctf) 
(+d)4) 658.5850 coiled or wr i te (p.1) 
I 
I 
Pets for Sale: 1 registered =/+ carpeting throughout. Phone Distr ict  Superintendent, • ' 
' • LakelseLake Provincial Park.' IPRICED FOR QUICK 
. . . .  ~ Arabian mare, 4 years old, 15 635-5941. (p.1) (c-2) ~ | 
a ;33. For Sale - Misc. hands high, chestnut colour, In I SALE 
training at present for English Expansion planned for | " 
For Sale: one diamond and Western riding. Clinton Manor Granisle, B:C. Shopping Centre. I I ,m Mercury 750 Thnderr 
engagement and wedding band 1 year old, x/a Appaloosa filly, Lease premises suitable for: 1. |dump truck in good running 
set. New. Have written apJ nice disposition, reasonable Junior Dept. Store. 2. Hardware |ceadiflen. 
praisal. Open to •offers. Phone price to good home. Phone 635. & Sporting Goods. Apply BO)~ | 
635.3703 after 5 pro. (o2) '5688. (p-l) 1155, this newspaper or phone | 635-7838 
392-7752for further Information Jcff 
(c2,12,1) • " ~ .  ~ 
:urnlshed or unfurnished studh 
or 1 bedroom apartments. 





4450 Little Avenue 
Reliable saddle horses for 
sale. Phone 635-5617 (c- 
15,18,19,1,3) 
'38 Wanted - Misc. 
wantedto buy; lackplne logs. Sleeping~t rooms, housekeepinc 
units, centrally located. Fully 
Phone 635.2603. (dr) • furnished. Reasonable rates by 
39. Boats & Engines 
1 contlnal kit for 1975.77 Ford 
Grenada, complete accessories 
Included, or put on your van. 
Asking $.200.00 
Phone 635.2002 and ask for 
Jim. (p.2)  
SAVE DOLLARS 
On factory - rebuilt engines call 
Sears today for complete in- 
formatior~ Do It yourself or 
installation arranged. Fast 
delivery. Put it on your Sears 
Account. Phone 635.6541. 
(c4,9,14,18,1,6,11,16,22,2) 
For Sale 327.gm marine 
motor with a velvet drive 
transmission. Over-hauled and 
in  good condition. $300; Phone 
635-3181. (c.16,18,1,3,6,8.) 
For Sale: portable sewJng 
machine. Light Industrial type. 
Ideal for sewing leather, heavy 
mater ia l  or regular. Good 
condition. Also solid walnut cab pick.up. Phone 635.5572 or 
coffeetable. Phone 635-3181. (c- ' 635-3032. 
For sale: one 14 ff run about, 
one 16 ft run about, both with 
day or week. Non.drinkers only. 
Phone 635.6611. (ctf) 
Wanted to rent Immediately - 1975 F150 Ford" Supers Cab 
3 bedroom furnished mobile XLT. Low mileage, good oon- 
home, apartment or* house. ~ dillon:+ Phone after '6 pm.:635- 
Phone Mary at 635.9151, Room. 7869. (p.lB,1) 
381. (p-l) ''~ 
For rent, 2 bedroom 
basement suite. Frldge and 
stove and fireplace. 1 child only number. (stf) 
please. Phone 635-6887 after 5 
pro. (~2) 55. Property  for  Sale 
. . . . . .  -T - i  , J 
49. •Homes for Sale 
trailers, and canopy to fit crew ' : J 
,For Sale; 3 bedroom house 
For sale; 14" fiberglass boat 
with trailer 45 HP Chrysler 
outboard. For further In- 
formation call 635.4703 after 5 
pro. (I)-8) 
For sale 29' wood and" 
fiberglass riverboat and 24' 
riverboat and trailer and motor. 
with jet. Phone 635.3265. (p.3) 
For sale 14' flperglass canoe. 
Call 635-9723 after 5 pro. (p.1) 
For Sale 14' fiberglass boat 
with trailer and 45 HP Chrysler 
outboard. For further in- 
formation call 635.4708 after 5 
pro. (1=-10) 
Wanted to rent Immediately; 
a4  bedroom house with some 
+ acreage; fireplace; garage, 
shower, preferably with a 
washer and dryer hook.up. Will 
give references. Please phone 
635.6357 and leave name and 
16,18,1,3,6,3.) 





Ter race ,  B.C. 
i;~f). 
I 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Class A Electrica! Con- 
tracting. Free Estimates. 
Phone 635.5876 or 638-1231. (ctf) 
For sa • 3.0" Electric renege. 
+Phone 635.6090. (p.18,19,1) 
Now Open 
ANDRE'S 
+ ENTERPRISES LTD. 
R.V. Parts & Auto 
Parts. Auto repairs. 
American and Import 
Cars. 
3026 Hwy. 16 East 
Phone 638.1710 
For sale, G.E~ Heavy washer. 
Excellent condition. Phone 632. 
7431. (p-3) 
I I  
SELLING 






Golden Rule: Odd lobs for the 
jobless. Phone 635-4535. 3238 
Kalum. (ctf) 
Price Skeena Forest Products "- 
Ltd. will have a sale of low 47. Homes for Rent 
marked - $20 per 1000 bd.. ft. 
For Rent: furnished one 
bedroom cabin for working 
person. May be viewed at 3830 
Pine Avenue. (p.2) 
For Rent, 1 bedroom fur- 
nished house In Th~)rnhlll. 
Phone 635.5775 or 635-5074. (p.2) 
with utility room. Fenced and 
landscaped with garden plot. 
Low taxes, near school. Priced" 
to sell, S26,500. Phone 635-280+. 
(p-4) 
• ~mi ly  hbme on one acre on 
Bench bo~sts 1800 sq. ft. of 
comfortable living. 3 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room. 
f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  
workshop and much more. Try 
your offer. 638-1790. ctf 
For Sale ;4 bedroom, near new 
house, +with rec room. Phone 
after 6 pro, +35.3559. (c- 
1,2,3,4,6,8,14,16,18,19,22) 
For sale 1500 sq. ft. 3 bedroom 
home, enclosed garage, family 
room, landscaped and out 
buildings' Phone to view - '635- 
9050 after 5 I)m (p-3) 
Older 1200 sq. ft. split-leveh 3 
bdrm. home for sale. Nelson 
Road, New Rome. Needs minor 
repairs. Ideal starter h0me.~ 
Owner eager to sell. Make an 
offer. Will accept lot or mobile 
l 
estlmates on rem0delllng, 
roofing, porches, siding, 
painting, spraytex ceiling. 
Phone 635.4094 
Ask for John after 6 p.m. ,(ctf): 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrigeratlve Contracting and' 
'household repairs. Phone 635. 
5876 or 638-1231. (ctf) 
Garage Sale. 3902 Old Lakelso • ............ grade lumber Monday through 
LakeRoad. Saturday, June4,11 19. H.~lp Wanted Friday 7 a.m. to 3 p.m, X. 
Economy • $40 per 1000 bd. ft. 
(eft) Manager required for 
Transfers - Plates • Sales Tax. Terrace •Dairy Queen Brazier 
See Wlghtman & Smith restaurant. Experience helpful 
AUTOPLAN agent. 4611 but not necessary. Please apply 'For some real+bargains In used 
Lakelse Ave. Terrace. Open In parson between 2 and 4 p.m. women's and children's 
Saturday. (ctff) at 4532 Lakelse. (ctf) clothing, Ilousehold items and 
toys see the selection at the 
Kltlmat Workshop at 660 W. 
Columbia St. at Riverlodge., year.old.92hours. Cal1635.~36. 
Open 9 to 4 week- ,(ctll 
For Sale: 17' Lund boat. Mere.' homeon trade. Call 112-562.6651' 
cruiser, inboard.outboard, 1 or. 635.7353 to vlew: (df) 
Four bedroom executive 
home for rent. Located on quiet 
street near hospital. For In. 
formation phone 962.6662 In 
Prince George. (o19,21,1,3,4,5) 
For rent; Furnished, small 
older type 2 bedroom home. 
Drive by 4514 Laze~le Ave to 
view (next to CIInt0n Manor) 
phone 635-2680. (ctt) 
FOR SALE 
S bedroom family home on two 
and one.third acres. •Barn and' 
small panabode. Garden plot. 
View at 4213 Sparks St. 
or  phone  
635.3620 
after S p.m. 
For sale, three bedroom 
house with fireplace. Excellent 
location, beautifully lend- 
soaped, large fenced backyard, 
garden area. Priced to sell In 
30's. Phone 635.4021. (p.3) 
48. Suites for Rent 
For Rent July 1, 2 bedroom 
apartment In 4 plex on 
Haugland, Frldge and stove, 11/3 
baths. Reference +required. 
Phone 635.5213. (ctf) Family home on one acre on 
For Rent: 3.bedroom bench boasts 1800 sq. ft. of. 
basement suite. 4811 Pohle. comfortablellvlng.9 bedrooms, 
Frldge and stove and dlnlng 2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  
workshop and much more. Try 
your offer. 630.1790. (ctf) 
For Sale (approx) 6 acres. 
Ideal property for any ad- 
venturer. Corner of Krum and 
Old Lakelse Lake Rd. Level an¢~ 
grassed and fenced. Good 
water, f ire protecHon. 
Regionally zoned for l ight 
commercial or residenclal. For 
further Information call 635.3181 
or writs box 430 Terrace. (c- 
16,10,1,3,6,8.) 
Beautiful, treed, secluded 2 
acres with all year creek. Close 
to town. Must see to appreciate. 
517,900. Phone 635.7480. (p- 
16,1,6,11.) 
56. Business Opp0rtunity 
For Sale: Older rental unlt.for 
sale. Four 2 bedroom s~.Ites. 
Good locatlon. Prlced to sell 
.Phone 635.9471. (sit) 
FOR SALE 
BYTENDER 
ASSETS OF DEASE 
,DEVELOPMENTS LTD. 
I I 
{[~l~(~l ' l ,~ '  '1 REALTY LTD. 
, l .~r~ i~]~]~I ] [~(~ ] Phone: 632-6185 
++, +++ +++ 
• ,~/;::i,+i::!+:++i~i~++~ ~ , + j l  
49 WREN STREET 36 GWYN STREET 
C)ne and a half storey home 
with carport. Furnished suite 
upstairs has a nice bright 
kitchen built in the dormer. 
Large back yard backs onto 
playground. Frldge and stove 
included up and down. 
$38,900.00 
DROP IN FOR A FREE CATALOGUE 
330 CITY CENTRE, K IT IMAT,  B.C. 
H.J. (Herb) Johnston 632.2815 
O.R. (Dave) Barclay 632.3668 
K.D. (Kay) Schooley 632.6692 
R.E. (Ed) Scaife 632-6092 
Seven year old three bedroom 
home, backing onto park and 
playground. Large living 
room with fireplace. 




Private Sale; Gllden paint 
$6.50 par gel, stereo speakers, 
$2.00; radios and parts, cream 
separator, buffets, wash stand,. 
milk bottles, glass insulators, 
colour T.V., old chair, copper 
boiler, broad axe. Phone 635. 
7624. 3972 Doble St. (c-3) 
For Sale: NCR Cash Register, 8 
department total, recon. 
dltloned, very reliable type of 
machine. WInderland General 
Store, 3210 Kalum St., Terrace, 
635.4636. ctf 
Real estate and chattels 
situated In Dea~o Lake, B.C. 1968 International Scout 800, 2 
formerly operated as  the 'wheel drive. 4910 Scott Avenue. 
"Dease 4nn". Phone 635.2052. (p-l) 
Sale is under direction,or R.E. 
Jamlson as receiver.manager 
and Is subjed to approval of the 
courts. 
For further information conrad 
Warren Burgess or'RodCousins 
at Federal Business 
Development Bank, Terrace • 
635.4951. (c.16,17,18,1,2,3.) 
57. Automobiles 
1968 Triumph GT6. 
Reasonable mileage, excellent 
condition. Phone 847.9127.. (p-2) 
PB, PS, Heavy Duty equipment, 
For Sale: 1974 Plymouth 'radials, deluxe model, 27,000 
Duster. 2 dr. Hard top. Good miles. $3,900.00. Phone 638.170+ 
shape. 
1974 N.G.B. spartscer. 10,000 or 638.1383. (p.1) 
miles. Good condition. 
1973 12x68 Diplomat moblle 
home. On large lot In Thornhllh 
Bids and Inquiries may be 
r 
For sale; one stove. Good 
condition. Phone 635.5365. (ctf) 
6636 or view at 2609 skeena St. 
(elf) For sale: 12'x48" Duchess 
trailer with Joey shack. Extras, 
74 Blazer 4 sp. 4x4, P.S., P.B.. good sha'pe, all set up. No down 
A.1 running order. Phone 638. payment, assume payments. 
1733. (p-2) Phone 635.3428. (p.19,1,3) 
1969 ~/.W. Beetle; new paint; For Sale: 1975 12x68 Lemonte 
forsaleforcash;Phone635-6850 mobile home. Furnished or 
anytime. (p.3) unfurnished. Phone 635.5817. 
(ctf) 
"74 Datsun 260-z, mags, stereo. 
74 Ford Courier,new motor. For sale 12x68 Atco Nelmont 
Moving, must sell. PhOne 635. mobile Home. Phone 635-9046 
9050 after S pm. (p-3) after 4 pro. (¢-2) 
For Sale: 1976 Okenagan For sale: Hard T0p tent 
Camper and 1974 Chev P.U with trailer. Fully equlpad, and,: a 
454 ClD engine. "must be sold camparefle for a i/= or ~ ton 
as one unit.,! Reduced for quick pick.up. Phone 635.3604. (P- 
sale. ~ery clean & well looked 17,16,20,1) 
after. Can be viewed at 2801 
cramor St. after 6 pro. (ctf) 1975 Lionel Hardtop Tent 
Trailer. Stove, Icebox, war- 
1971 Volkswagen CampeP- drobe, Sleeps6-Newcondi'tlon, 
Van, carpets, new fires and 4918 Scott Ave, 635.2052. (pI)  
shocks, low mileage, very 
clean, excellent condition, must For sale; 10 ft Custom built 
sell. Phone 632.4477 after 5 pm. . camper, Sleeps four. Propane 
and electric frldge. Three 
burner propane stove and oven 
and toilet. Phone 635-5413. (I)-2) 
For Sale by owner. Adloinlng 
waterfront on sandspit, Queen 
Charlottes. Ideally located and 
beautiful view. And furnished 3 
bedroom home on 1/= acre let, 60' 
mobile home on 1/3 acre, glassed 
In porch. For more information, 
call 637-5371, or write Box 51, 
sandsplt. (o11) 
Must sell 12x62 troller. 1974. 
,With slldlng~gtass doc)rpl'J ~oey 
shacks, one finished. Wa'sh~ri 
dryer, frldge and stove. $1h500 
or best offer. Phone 635,3110. 
1971 .Ford Econollne Van; (i).1,3,4,6,8) 
standard six, low mileage, good 
condition, new tires, can1. Onebedroom troller for rent. 
perized. Phone 635.2145. (p-5) . $85 per month. Frldge and stove 
and table and chairs Included. 
Consign your car, truck or Nelson Rd, New Remo. Phone 
trailer. Let a professional sell It 635.6904, Westerhuf Apts. (c-3) 
for you, 
Copper Mountain For sale 12x68 Emp!ral. 
Elderprlses Ltd. Heavy duty washer and dryer, 
635-4373 frldge and stove (separate 
DL 00+05A cff laundry room). Excellent 
condition. Joey Shack, skirted. 
1973 Ford Courier w.camper, Located at Nass camp. 
22,000 miles, frldge, stove, Si2,995.00, or open to offers. Call 
furnace, and camparJacks. Will 633.2421, collect. (c-1,3,4,6) 
sell camper only or both. Phone 
627-1+02, Prince .Rupert. (p- 66. Re¢. Vehic les 
20,1,2,3,4,5) 
For Sale; 1972 Ford Gallxle 16 foot Hotlday trailer, three 
500, PB, PS, 49,000 tulles. Best way frldge, stove, sleeps slx. 
offer. Phone 635.9970 and ask for Phone 635.3525. (p.3) 
Brlan. (p-3) 
For Sale: 1970 Mavrlck 68. Legal  
Grabber. PS..34,000 tulles. 
1,600.00 firm. Phone 635.6816. Invitation to tender. 
(c.3) 
For Sale; 1973 Datsun 1200. The North Coast Division Office 
37,000 miles. Asking $1,100. of British Columbia Hydro end 
Phone; 638.1464 before 5:30 pro. Power Quthorlty Invites con. 
After 5:30. 635.3615. (p-4) tractors Interested In per- 
forming the following work: 
* "to drill and develop two 
1974 GMC 3/4 to,. Camper water wells at Deeee Lake, 
special 454. 42,000 miles. $3,900 B.C." 
or best offer,. 635.3007 after 6 
prn. (c.19,1) ; Such otters will be received 
• until 4 p.m., Friday: 13 June, 
1974 GMC Van, PS, PB 350. 19F7"~ " 
Call 635-2591 after 6 (p-2) 
To obtain the required 
documents please direct 
enquiries to: 
Mr. F.L. Janauer 
1972 International TraveI.Ah 4722 Lakelse Avenue 
excellent condition, AC, PB, PS, Terrace, B.C. 
AM-FM, radials; will accept Phone 633-8101. (c-3) 
ony ressonsbleoffer. Must sell. 
Phone 635.2485 after 6. ( c .3 )  DEPARTMENTOF 
PUBLIC WORKS 
1972 Datsun 510. New fires, NOTICE 
paint, with radio and tape deck. 
39,000 miles. Excellent con- SEALED TENDERS, marked 
ditlonthroughout. Asking $1750. Exterior Painting - Northwest 
Phone 638.1356. (p.3) Community College, 5330 
McConnell, Terrace, B.C. for 
• For Sale 1972 Datsun station' Painting (exterior) of the 
wagon. 47,000 miles. Meg Cafeteria and remainder;of A 
wheels. Good tires. $1200. Phone Durra will be accepted by the 
635.4059. (c.3) Honourable, the Mlnlst'er, 
Department of Public Works, c- 
o Foreman of Works, 4827 Kelth 
For Sale, 1+973 Blazer, K35, Avenue, Terrace, B.C. up to 2 
p.m., June 17, 1977. 
Tendering documents may be 
obtained from Ministry of 
Public *Works, 4827 "Kelth' 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C. a~l also 
1974' Dodge Monaco. 34,000 viewed at 4627 Kelth Avenue, 
miles. 2 spare rims with fires, Terrace, B.C.on and after.June 
plus one new tire. A.1 condition." 1, 1977. 
For Sale; Washer spin dryer 
and small portable dryer. Call 
635.2591 after 6 pm. (p.2) 
table Included. Separate en. 
trance. Available June 1. Phone 
635.3292. (p.l) 
forwarded to the Bank of Nova 
Scotia, Terrace (c.3) 
Phone 635.500e or can be seen at 
4924 Ager. (c.3) 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necessarily be accepted. (c -~ 
3) 
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Cond i t ion  CLARK INTERVIEW (CONT'D) . 
now fa, r ,'I'm not a confrontat ionist '  
1=.year.old Paula Crit- 
chley of Kitimat ls now 
listed in fair condition' in 
Vancouver  Genera l  
H~e ltal. 
Critchley girl was 
rushed to the hospital in 
V an¢o.uver after being 
'snuck ny a car on Highway 
25 in ,Kitimat Saturday 
,afternoon. 
,. Kitlmat RCMP continue 
to inVestigate he incident. 
ELY ,  England (CP) --  
The  Bishop of Ely has 
suggested his clergy taste a 
bit of their own medicine. 
He advised them to tape 
their.own sermons "to hear 
what long-suffering con- 
gregations have to endure." 
68. Legal 
" JAN ICE  MARJORIE  
"WALKER, PLEASE TAKE 
NOTICE THAT a hearing 
concerning your 'daughter 
Amelia Llnds Walker, born 27th 
day of February, 1973, will take 
place on the 13th of July, 1977 at 
the Provincial Court of British 
Columbia, Family Division, 
"Holden at Prince Rupert and 
that you may affend at the 
:hearing. and that you. are ~n- 
filled to oppose such application 
by the 5uperlntendenf Of Child 
' Welfare by appearing In person 
or as represented by Counsel 
and that If you do not appear 
and are not represented by 
Counsel to OPl~OSe such ap. 
pllcatlo~l, an Order may be 
made in your absence com- 
mitting Amelia Llnda Walker to 
the temporary or permanent 
custody of the Superintendent of 
Child welfare and the con- 
' sequences of such an Or,d'er are 
thatyou will lose your right to 
have custody of Amelia Llnda 
Walker without a further Order 
ofthis Court.'" (c-3) 
items 
. .  
The following .are open 
• for bids on an as is, where Is 
basis. 
1 Facit Calculator 
1 Phillips P.100 Scientific 
Calculator . 
! Canon C01001 Phillips 10-F. 
Theabove are plug In types 
'and electronl'c with no readout 
tapes. 
Also for bids are: 
~o~ Hand ~Calcu~ltora~ ~eingven 
ElSi Mate EL.102 m and 1 Elsi 
Mate EL.S800 Scientific 
Calculator. , 
Also open for bids on an as is, 
where Is basis: 
2, gold colour Skyway suit- 
cases, 1 large, one medium 
sized, .1 Jerome Alexander 
hairl~lower, 1 burgundy knlt 
suit, 1 blue wrap skirt, 2 blue 
blouses, 1 pair brown coulettes, 
1 yellow Angora sweater, 1 
brown and cream short car- 
dlgan, 1 fur car coat. 
Bids will close June 15, 1977. 
i tems to be viewed at 3238 





SEALED TENDERS, marked 
.Grounds Maintenance - • 
Skeenavlew Lodge, Terrace, 
B.C. for Maintenance of lawns 
and flower beds according to 
specifications at Skeenavlew 
,Ledge, 4011 Sparks Street, 
Terrace, B.C. will be accepted. 
bY the Honourable the Minister, 
Department of Public Works, 
4827 Keith Avenue, Terrace 
B,C. up to 2 p;m., Friday, June 
10, 1977. 
Tendering documents may be 
obtained from Ministry of High- 
ways and Public Works~ 4827 
Kelth Avenue, Terrace B.C. on 
end after May 30, 1977. 
The lowest or any tender will 
not necesearlly be accepted. 
for Minister of Public Works. 
Par.llament Buildings, 
Victoria, B.C. • 
(¢-1) 
Herald: One of the problems you 
have, I guess, is that because of the 
Quebec election, there is a perception 
that only a French Canadian can now 
lead Canada in its negotiations with the 
Quebec government. Do you think it's 
realistic for a non-French Canadian to 
think that he can get elected, given this 
• prevailing attitude? ... 
Clark: I think that argument clearly 
has been disproven by the last nine 
years. We've had a prime minister 
from Quebec and Quebec has become 
less, rather than more content with 
confederation. I don't hink it has to do 
with ethnic origin; I think it has to do 
with oponess. I think we've demon- 
stratod that a co'fronts,ion can't unite 
the country. 
I'm not a confrontationist. I think 
I've got a better chance at doing this. 
I also think that the hold that Mr'. 
Trudeau had on this issue immediately 
after  the Quebec election is breaking 
down. People reacted highly 
emotionally to the question first of all 
and they looked to the "only prime 
minister they had. They were ex- 
pecting some salvation answer, 
There are now more and more 
Canadians aware that there are par- 
ticular causes .to our problems an.d that 
we have to addressthose particular 
causes before we are going to better 
unite the country. So the debate l is 
broadening and as the debate 
broadens, that's in Iny interests. 
Herald: One of the things that you've 
been criticized on, at least as I perceive 
it from this perspective, is that 
Trudeau can talk about his designs for 
the future and the Conservatives relate 
more to short term issues. ,I want to 
know what kind of vision Joe Clark has 
for Canada in 1990. 
Clark: It has a number of dements, I 
suppose. I take very seriously the idea 
of the country, Of people trying to do 
things for themselves and I don't want 
to get into a sort of welfare anti.welfare 
kind of thing. I think we have here a 
capacity to encourage people to go out 
and try to do things on their own. 
We've lost that. 
That was much more widely in this 
country than  it is now. 
One of the reasons I am a little 
reluctant to come forward with visions 
is that I think the nature of this country 
is best expressed by its people and by 
its pai'ts. I don't think that htere is a 
single encompassing vision that can be 
imposed upon the whole country. 
I think that what the job of govern- 
ment is is to try to encourage individual 
people or regions to develop their own 
potentials. Which I think is great in 
this country. 
• in terms of national policy, I take 
very seriously the. idea of trying to 
disperse population. I think we have 
been mindless in concentrating 
population and I think that's dangerous 
for a number of reasons...from food 
through to violence. And sense of 
community, sense of people having an 
offect on their lives. 
I think we have to have policies that 
encourage development. I think we're 
a country...that's on the building end of 
the world. We've gone through aperiod 
in which there was a lot of skepti~m 
about bulldin$ properly, that buil.d~. 
was oeing done often simp|y to build at 
any costs. 
I think now we're well beyond that. I 
think that most people realize that you 
- can't scar mountainsides and pretend 
that it doesn't matter. But I think we 
have to  be a country where, there is 
incentive for people to develop to the 
best in economic terms and personal 
terms. 
Herald: Are there any specific 
positions you have that are so clear-cut 
or so intense that you would eifl, er want 
to take that jurisdiction yourself, ff you 
became prime minister, or that you 
would be quite strong in asserting your 
own beliefs. 
Clark: I suppose the area that most 
interests me, and this is an anomaly, is 
the question of cultural policy. If I had 
ever sought a portfolio in a ! t~mfield 
government it would hay,. been 
secretary of state because I think...and 
what's anomalous about this is that I 
propose to turn more of that por.er over 
to the provinces. I don't see that as 
being an anomaly. I think it fits my 
vision of the country as bein!~ better 
identified in the "e~ons. 
I don't intend to keep a port olio for 
myself except for the prime m nister's 
portfolio. 
Herald: Do you see a .de- 
centralization away from th: prime 
minister's office, f rom t} • way  
Trudeau has expanded it? 
Clark: I'm toying with a m:~nber of 
changes in structure. 
Herald: Do you see policy i~,' tiatives 
originating with the prime n'.iniater's 
office, with the departments, or with 
the political cabinet? 
Clark .~'L Coordination has o come 
from the prime minister's dfice. 
Initiation'has to come from a number 
of sources outside as well s:-; inside 
government. 
I don't want to bottleup my r~:inisters 
but I think it's going to have to oe dear 
from the outset that the prime minister 
is the one who sets the priorities. One 
of the reasons that I 'm trying ~o learn 
so much about he country, whUe I still 
have this much time, is because I think 
that as a realist, just looking 
realistically, l 'm going to have to sit 
down and decide that of all the im- 
portant problems the countif faces 
there are four or five that are priority 
where we" have to move. 
/UIIOCAN. 
Eurocan Pulpand Paper Company 
L imi ted  at Kit i  mat;  B.C. w i l l  
.... 1 $9,m.me,,0,c,~.. o,Rg.ra)jpn o f  !.t.s.,,90 
.... • ;M:tA.:F~.Bt~,Sawndll complex,,iw*July- .... 
AuguSt, 1977. , 
App l ibat ions  tbr  the  " fo l low ing  
posit ions are now being accepted: 
TWIN SAWOPERATOR 
28" C H I P- N-SAW O P E RATe R 
10" CHIP.N.saw OPERATOR 
PLANERMILL OPERATOR 
OVERHEAD CRANE OPERATOR 
L 
Preference wil l  be  given to ap- 
plicants with extensive Sawmill 
experience. 
BENEFITS: Eurocan Pulp and 
• Paper Co. Ltd. offers a compe ensive 
medin l ,  and pension plan. 
i 
Interested persons are invited to 
submit a detailed resume to: 
Larry Beltz " 
• EUROCAN PULP & PAPER CO. LTD. 
' P.O. Box 1400 
• . Klflmat, B.C: 
" vac 2H1 t 
ca  or II collect (6041 632.611~ L0cal 2~4 
EUROCAN 
PULP  ,~, PAPEI::I CO. ~TO. 
P. O. Box 1400, 
Kitimat, B. C. V8C 2H1 
r 
The one and on!y, 
Bolens®, Mulching Mower'" .FMC P.onsurnOrproducts 
* Exclusive mower design cuts and mulches 
grass in single cut- No bagging, no raking • 18" 
push-type is perfect for smaller lawns or exten- 
sive trimming, necessary due 18" BolensMulching Mower'" ' 
• Less fertilizing to nitrogen --.~" :.;= 
return from mulched clippings • Mulch is blown 
into lawn.., reducing thatch build-up • Large It 
22"push-typ~ Or self-propelled model for bigger, ! 
lawns, A I  
22" Bolens Mulching Mower ~.~( .~ '~ 
Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd. 
4589 Greig Avenue ..... Terrace,_~B.C. 
FROM PAGE ONE 
Clark to meet Wallace 
Clark said that his policy' 
is to locate as many "public 
institutions as we can out- 
side major centres." 
"There is no reason a 
(pendl)~i~tituti6h" ~libuldn't 
gale into a community this 
ze provided you people 
want it," he said. • 
But he Cautioned the 
council to "get a very clear 
reading on public respon- 
se .~ p 
Alderman Vie Jolliffe 
brought to Clark's attention 
the issue of Nishga land  
claims north of Terrace that 
are preventing the 
development of a railway 
line to tap natural resources 
in the area. 
"All governments seem to 
be hedging away from 
settling land claims," 
Jolliffe charged. '" I f  you 
were government, what 
would you do?" 
"Try to  resolve it as 
quickly as we can," Clark 
responded. 
The Opposition leader 
promised to look into the 
land claims and DREE 
'issues.,on~. :behalf of the 
council. 
"I'll find out about the 
situation as much as I can," 
he said. 
Before leaving Terrace 
for Prince George, Clark 
told the Herald that he will 
be meeting with provincial 
Conservative l ader Scott 
Wallace today to discuss 
some of the problems bet- 
ween the two.levels of the 
party in B.C. 
;'There-. are; ~.*-.some 
problems which have to 
worked out and Scott and I 
will be meeting Wednesday 
to work-them out," Clark 
explained 
At the. last provincial 
convention there' was 
controversy among Con- 
servatives about the 
allocation ofparty funds and 
a proposed pi%gram to 
separate membership in the 
provincial and federa l  
sections. 
allow both wings of the 
party to prosper," Clark 
said, but he.declined to be 
more specific about what he 
• would be p roposing'/.to 
• Wallace. .......... • . . . . .  
Religious 
, inspiration 
NEW YORK (CP) - -  
Hundreds of small-town 
Americans are turning to 
religion--to dodge rates and 
taxes. They" have them- 
selves ordained as 
clergymen and then arrange 
for their • homes to be 
classified as churches. No 
"We are trying to work rates are paid on church 
out some arrangement to-property.  
~ ~ - - - ~  - - ~-:-~---~--_--_-~---- 
North West Logger's Assocjpt ion 
DANCE 
Saturday June 4. 1977 
Terrace Hotel 
Skeena Rooms 1 & 2 
Cocktai l  .Hour 8:00 pm Dance 9:00 pm 
Door Prize 
Midnight Luncheon Featuring 
"Beef on a Bun" 
Tickets Available at Logger's Office 
Or Phone 
635-6801 Daytime; 635.3602 After 5:00 pm. 
:1 
Nothing like it 
Canada's most respected 8 year old whisky. 
# • 
So smooth, so mellow, so very mixable. 
• ;:i:., • 
~:i ::~i ! :i ~ i': 
"~) : .  ; . .  
SPECIAL AT PRINCE GEORGE 
Mack Sales Ltd. 
Two-1977 Mack Single Axle Tractors 
Model R6851 
With fo l low ing  specs: 
Wheelbase-169" 
Engine.237 H.P. Max idyne  
Trans.-5 speed 1 
Rear axle-23,000 lb. 
Front axle-10,500 Ibs. 
Tires, 1000x20 
.... =27,500  
PRINCE GEORGE 
MACK SALES LTD, 
1789 Og i iv ie  St. 562.3144 
k 
Only V.O. is , O. 
r-r  
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PARKSVILLE, B.C. (CP) 
-- A local market owner told 
the British Columbia 
government ' s  se lect  
standing committee on 
a[~Heulture and food prices 
monday that the news 
media here festered the 
myth that food prices are 
the villain in the battle o~ the 
Food not to blame, Policeman cleared 
merchant ,ns,sts v'°°~AJ~ URk~inE~subsidies of assault charges ~y:a~ltereb~taehW,ousofhOe:U! from the federal govern- 
the committee, said he was 
convinced that the ~blic 
didn't really know what food 
costs were because it baaed 
~ged by the B.C. Chamber 
of Commerce. 
• About 140 delegates at the 
ment for the ferrysystem. 
B.C. recently received an 
$8 million-a-year ferry 
subsidy from Ottawa and 
its interpretation on the chamber's annual con- 
over-all increases in ventlon which ended 
su~arkdt  bills. Monday voted unanimously 
Guy,  a QuaH~m to ask for the review, in- 
Beach farmer, said people eluding rates.pertaining to 
in B.C. were gettlng bad vessels overated by the 
value for their food dollar, highways devartment. 
The chamber also urged 
used part of that to lbwer 
fares on the B.C. Ferries by 
an average of 20 per cent, 
starting Wednesday. 
In another matter, the 
chamber also approved a 
resolution demanding an 
immediate halt to further 
constr0ctlon of hydro dams 
on the Peace River. 
weekly shopping basket. 
Raymond Empey of 
Duncan, who operates Sun 
Valley market, told the 
committee that housewives 
include the cost of 
• everything from pantyhose 
to pans as part of the price 
of food. 
"People complain con- 
stantly about the size of 
their gr8,nin2iun0,pno63ns, 
wheelbarrows, plants, lawn 
chairs--the list is endless. 
"So many of the Items 
sold have liflle or nothing to 
do with food, and the press, 
with all its power, should 
clearly spell these things 
complicated court system 
• has alienated the public. 
Judge Iann Dubienski, 
senior Manitoba provincial 
, judge, is travelling across 
Canada to seek opinions on 
particularly in quality. 'We now import .more 
than half our produce," eaid 
_Guy "and the quality_ is far 
from fresh and its 
the provincial government 
VICTORIA (CP) -  The  Slayter had possession 
British Columbia Court of rights, but  It. was sub- 
Appeal has reversed a 
Nanaimo county court 
conviction and Monday 
cleared a Shawnigan Lake 
RCMP constable of assault 
causingbndily harm. 
• constable William James. 
Eglinski was found guilty 
Dec. 8 along with another 
man of the crime after an 
• ~lUe~.~s!~y~vn that the 
pos~e~. 'date  was not 
until Mx,~veeim after the in- 
cident: . 
Branson said earlier that 
Moore had a right to resist 
arrest, but Eglinskl was 
carrying out his duties with 
the (mistaken) view that he" 
was acting lawfully. 
out." incident involving Richard 
Thre B,C Tel H. .e ,  Moore, 4~ of Vic- Empey, one of a dozen "e  , persons to present briefs to toria. 
nutritional value la A panel of three Court of 
sometimesdoubttul." tree picketed Appeal judges--M. M. ACCORDING TO JUDGE He said that "british cef~ Mci~arlane, Angelo Branca 
Columbians have been and A. B.' B. Carrothers-- 
L a w  baf f les  getting suehpoorprodnce VANCOUVER (CP,- conducting rolatingstrikea llowed Eglinski'sappeal. 
for. so long tiiey are even ~ peace taks failed for several weeks to protest However, the appeal by Jim 
starting to like it." ' ' " to materialize Tuesday at the company's purcliuse of S]ayter of Cobble Hill was 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  A were being upl~eld, he said. Guy suggested that small the British Columbia distributing frames from a not allowed. 
Manitoba provincial court George Coyer, a Van- farmers llke himself could Tulephone Co., resulting in a Montreal-based firm in- ,EglinskiandSlayterwere 
judge forming recom- couver defence lawyer, be helped_ by an easing of renewal of rotating strikes, stead of a subsidiary in jointly charged following an 
mendationa for changes in asked judges to devote at taxation laws. • Pickets appear_ed early in nearby Burnaby. incident Aug. 16, 1974, when 
federa l  sentenc ing  least an hour to sentencing. "Farmland should be me day at the toll eentres in The two sldes are fightinlg Moore refused to vacate M ' APPLY. TODAY TO ALLOW SUFFICIENT' 
• services ~oCt i~ Campbell River, Nanaimo over interprets,on of an some property in Cobble .... legislation, has been told a He also called for man- taxed on 
datorypre-sentescereports, ather than on and Cranbrook, at service arbitratien award by lawyer Hill. Moore received some TRAINING TIME 
which outline a person's marketvalue,"heeaid."All centa~ in Port Alberni, R. NeilMonroe. " scrapes to his hack and TO 
history, for all cases in- property inthaagrlcultural Dw~3anandCourtensy, and Monroe clarified h i s  complained he had been M : : ! : i~ i~- ' . '  I~  '~.. :391Kamioops.,,B.C..~Tranquill, ad. .] | 
volving disposition, land reserve should betazed various other locations .award Thursday saying it grabbed in the groin. . • -- 
"uoyer admitted the as farmland, ragardl~m of throughout the East clearly meant B.C. Tel  Court was told the ,mr, ~ me your bro~um out,nlnathel~ &R Block Vr, n. 
] , , . ' . - . seheme would be expensive, currentuee." Kootenaya. should get into produetion of property was owned by ~lm1~gnmm.luna~mtandther.Jsnoobllpttononmxpart. I 
federal sentencing and Imtsaid it was necessary for . Guy also called for an An est imated.  1,00 the frames loc-ally. ' MOOresmther, butSlayter ~ m~i~ ~- ' ' I 
disposition legislation, n an efficient justice system, easing of marketing members of the. Telecom- The union ~ sent a had entered into a purchase MM ~d~ . . . .  
His 10-mouthstudy will be The former probation restriction., with all small munination Workers of B.C. letter to B.C. Tel prop~_ng agreement and asked for ~ C~/5~t~/VpCod~ 
disclosed in Ottawa in June officer opposed diversion farmers l~ing allowed to honored the picket lines, meT resume dirbet- hdks E_glinski's help in removing ram T,~,~hon,~o. 
to provincial attorney- programs because they nmrket their crops where The union has been  regarding the frames, . Moore. ' ~ ~ = 
generals, federal Justice "water down the concept of they can within a .15-n~lle - .the officer said he thought "~M ~ ~ ~ . ~  
Minister Run Basford and guilt", radius of their farms. ' - . 
Solicitor-General Francis Guy said the plan might 
Fox. Mike Massey, president of harm establishadmarkellng 
Ab Thorvaldson, British the 200-member B.C. boa. end-  With 
Columbia law reform co- Corrections Association, the Barbara Wallace (NDP-- 
ordinator, told a public group which sponsored the Cowlehan-Malahat)--a ~ ~, 
meeting eriminals must be meeting, sa idhe  hoped committee member-- that a 
diversionprogramscouldbe local farmers' market c~dd 
acts. held responsible for their held outside the courts to serve the same purpose. 
,, "At one time guilt meant avoid imposing criminal 
something," he said. "Now sentences on the accused. While most persons ap- ~ 
guilt and responsibility The courts hould reserve pearing before the com- ~ : 
m,  nothing." jail sentences for serious mittechadreservatiolison Sdewq Premium Breod Thorvaldson criticized crimes rather than ruin the efficiency of produce - 
diversion or restitution persons who might be. marketing boards, lhe ma- i ' 
programs, which allow the rehabil itated throu[~h jority agreed that chaos 
community work, he sald. would follow the. aban. aecusad to work in the Pm~Jrectlve * White Sliced 
c°mmunity or repay the The federal g°vernment "~d°-nment °f  "the marketing m"~'*"~tm't~' ~ a m  co epL 
vietim rather than go to jail will also consider a .-dram----,-- "k 100% Whole Wheat .--~---~ .~-. ,~ 
or pay a fine. January, 1976, criminallaw DonWiisonofNenaimo, ~"~""~"a~'m'm~"c~ ,kTh/n.~]ic~teSandwich:,..~, [ ~ ( a ~ { ~  
He said the need for report by the Law Reform ~ on behalf of the . ~,,h,,--~,.- .- ,  • 
diversion programs had Commission of Canada Vancouver lsland Vegetable "-- '~"'~'"*"~-"~ 
arieen fromacostlycourt prior toproposingnew Co-onerative,.danm-' ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ Your Choice rge um system, whicm had sentoncinglegislation, com~u-llm, v m, , thnd or " n t " Th ..... " . . . . .  ....~vo~,..~ . . . .  24 67.. ~ii~E~ |~a| , . . . . .  i. . . . . . . .  ~ ~ " alie a ed the pubhc, e f ive-year-report  mar[etid , w t~Ct~ hever • Criminal Courts must recommends, in parc, work 
convince the community prisons be used only as a ,,i~dividusl m.owers n~ ~ Hk. ?arkmBlb B that principles of justice last resort not loyal en ~"  he sai-d'. . . ' 0Ug • . . 
Increased hydro sales Koran u r 
prof!t B ead /~I~," ' S y rand  $ 6  ° ° i " " : "  liced " ~ J~Ac  mean million ~ /  Barbecue hamburgers" : ~ ~ J  
million, enabling it to seeking to improve mr,.,~m 
register an over-a]Iproflt of profitability," Boener said. Sky lark  m~.l |ml ~ } . ~ }  Package of 12... .  ........ ~ 
$38.6 million this year He noted in his roport hat Brand ~/~]  
compared with $1.3 million the provincial government. 
last year. is studying the desirability 6,tplatn J~ . ,  U, JL  ~ __ ~ Skylark Brand ~ ~ J  
Passenger transportation of a new transit authority to l o,~"~ I~t  ~.., ~ /  ~ J /  I !1~1 R I I I I I~  SUced. .... ~" ~_J] ~__B 






VANCOUVER (CP) - 
British Columbia Hydro's 
electrieity sales increased 
35 per cent to $61 million in 
the year ended March 31, 
giving the Crown cor- 
poration a profit of $6 i ! 
million, chairman Robert 
Bonnet said today, million in 197647, despite a sportation. 
This is compared with a 10-cent increase in the adult In the previous fiscal 
net loss of $31.3 million in bus fare in November, 19"/6, year, the transit loss had. 
been 136.5 million. the previous fi~c~ year, the report said. ~ ~  c ~ k d  W h e ~  
BonneT said i1,, :e COT- Thenumber ofpassengers The only other B.C. Hydro 
p0ration's annu-d report, carried during the y.~r operation to showa loss was ~ ~  
• The loss he ~id, was due inereased to 108.5 million natural gas, which lost 
largely to a three-month from 106.4 million. F/62,080 during the year. In Skylark Brand. A familiar favorite 
shut-down in the province's uv~_ Do~m ,~ 1975-76, its operations had ~.~ ........ 24-oz. sliced loaf . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
forest industry . ~,,., , , , v  . . . . .  " shown a profit of $2.1 H 0 ~ s ~ ~ e  , G ~ ¢  The corporation, however, "Pass 'eng~r  t ran-  million, i 
in both years recei~,ed a sportationlossencontinueto The lou wsa blamed on an ' 
unusually low demand ue.. Province may to a mild winter. • Sl~i~ , Brand. Toast for Breal~ast. ~U)U)  [ Largest profit came from liced loaf . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ ~ I electricity sales, with a net 24.oz. ! 
return of  $46 million after i 
$461 million in Bales. 
woo Japanese Butler & Electrlcity sales had " shown a net loss of 13.1 
• million the previous y~r  ~ !  Foragreatsandwich'~ ( 8 3  ~ adina | . O ~  'VANCOUVER (CP) -- 'and tourism promotion dne to tbe closure in the pulp ark Brand. 
Then. ,y provincialestablish ng°Vernmentoffice in LosofficeSAngeles,in San FranciSCOshe said. and sawmms.and .~aper mills and ~... ..... . . . . . .  ._ " "  - ,!i i 
. , , / t rade ,  says Provincial interview later that no l lnal  Ineluded in the current • " ' " 69 ,'.i i . , oG ceMo  , ,  d - -on 'd - - .oh . .vou .we. , . ,O ,  0 
. but indicated her office and million in surplus power to .Mrs, McCarthy, minister the ministry of economic • ! 
. o  o r .ee  deveome e r e o . ' e U - - ' "  .... ........ 88  ° " ' ~stw.,Mondaytold~e_Pan piling statistical infer- export, which totalled1.7 ~.~l~ar~;Aun~n~k/imefav°urite' ' ', 
billion kilowatt ho~s, wea ,~ ',: I SIo, lark ~ ~ / I  ~uclxtc uongress ot ~.e~ mation for the cabinet, made possible by. surl!!ui 
.sta,e ,ppraisers ma, The nrovineial secretary 8As  l=B  rid;  . . . .  nBC I 
~bout 50,000 Japanese also told the congress the water conditions in the es 
~Oo~'~t~i a eViascih t British Social Credit government ' provinee' The high_ water level of .. . . . .  • x~z. sliced lo~f . . . . . . . . . .  L I . . . . .  now"' ~ /~ | cheese. I f~ l  ~ l  | ~lt~l. ! SUced. • 
audition to 2o,ooo from diner ployment hrough the en- 
Pacific na_tions. ~ . . .  couragement of private reduce its requirements for . . . .  =~0 
~.t;. mreaay naa traoe ente~rise, thermal electricity, which 
P at the Burrard'ut' was at i k P t ~  its lowest level-in 15 yea~k, r" Com ensated To~ costsof .m mimon 
represented anlncreaseof Pml ickl d Ho l F Hmest d • after drug charges million', 19.9 per e vis. 
cent over the previous year. r 
VICTORIA (CP)-  A and Don Marshall, should "Price inC.ases addded S ~  '~ ~ d ' '  i ~k~r.d ''~ breadat the barbecue. ~seJ ~-LG¢ ' human rights, commission pay the compensati n to $13.5 million to the cost of ' ' 
board of inquiry has ruled Darlene Driediger after she purchasing natural gas. Perfect for maMng arlic toast or cheese :. 
that a woman fired from neT was fired from the The company u ld l t  will " ! 
100% 'Con~ta~kYg]r°u~d~arawa;seed' l@-oz..[lcedloa~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ J  ~/ '  job a fter~ing charged wi~ p,blication i  October, 1976. require in the current meal i 
traf,,, ".~ n,,1 !.oosessl~n o[ The board noted that year additionelborrowing in ~ ~ ~  ~,55C : 5 ~ C J  $~ k . [  ~mt~s ~f. 
comp~'ns~  c,~. " emplwee forntwo menths uemand for service. TI~ Thin SU~ed. s~e~n~d. 
and that the dismissal was L x~oz. 
• ' • loaf,., . 
T~,: board ruled th~..t legislature recently lmssed 
Peace River ~lock r,]ev.¢ not wrongful under the legislation raising Hydro's Your choice. 
Ltd., along with Glen Dalka common law. boH.owlng ceiling by MS0 ~ l e ° "  lod ........... 
million, 
